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This paper explores the evolution of window glass
production in the United States from the midnineteenth through the mid-twentieth centuries.
Looking first at hand craft production, then at
first generation cy linder machine technology, and
finally at sheet drawing technology, it traces the
interactive influences of market, skill and scientific forces in the continuing mechanization of
window glass production .
Well into the 1880s, production of window glass
took place much as it had for a century past. Still
sensitive to the cost and availability of adequate
fuel, manufacturers continued to locate and
relocate in regions where coal and/or nat ural gas
were plentiful, obtainable, and cheap, and near
major transportation arteries. Increases in the
scale of production and the divi sion of labor
notwithstanding, old manufacturing methods
continued: batch was still melted in pots inside
furnaces, and craftsmen still shaped the viscous
mass into lights of glass. The remarkable stability
in firm size, technology, and ski ll was both cause
and effect of strong, deeply-rooted subcultures of
workers and manufacturers, typified by family
and financial linkages among firm s and by the
strength of kinship, custom, and organization
among workers. I
Tremendous demand for fuel and transportation
shaped the geography of production among heatusing process industries like glass . In America,
continuous glass production dated from the
eighteenth century. Small operations by later
standards, the earliest sat adjacent ab undant
supplies of sand and wood in three well-defined

regions- southern New Jersey, central New York
State, and the Ohio River Valley from Pittsburgh
to Wheeling, As the population spread west,
Pittsburgh increasingly became the industry'S
center and, by the 1880s, its output nearly
equaled that of all other regions combined .
The technology, small batch production based on
the broad knowledge and deft skill s of the blower,
proved remarkabl y durable. Glass is the highly
viscous state of silica, salt, lime, and trace
ingredients after fu sion under heat and subsequent cooling. Until the late nineteenth century,
glass was melted in pots inside large, rectangular
furnaces. Both pot and furnace size grew during
the nineteenth century, but their design remained
standard. Fire from beneath the furnace, fueled
by charcoal or coal and drawn upward by a
strong draft, reverberated off the crown and onto
the open pots. Furnaces generally contained
between eight and twelve pots, and each pot held
enough glass to provide a day's work for a
blower.
Almost all window glass was made in farnilyowned finns or limited partnerships, companies
founded on family capital with experience in
making and marketing glass. In turn, the batch
process and the small scale of fami ly and partnership enterprises constrained the size of window
glass establishments. The vast majority of finn s
operated one or two ten-pot furnaces, although a
very few had larger facilities.
Techniques for fashioning lights of glass changed
as little as the technology for melting the basic
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ingredients. The skilled blower, long the central
figure in glass production, remained so throughout
the nineteenth century. Until the 1850s in some
places, blowers gathered their own glass on the
end of the blow-pipe, shaped it into a cylinder by
alternately blowing, reheating, swinging and
spinning the pipe and gob of "metal," cracked the
cylinder off the pipe, split it lengthwise, reheated
and flattened it into a large sheet, and cut it into
lights of glass. 2 By 1880, a division oflabor
limited the blower to forming the cylinder, while
new groups of tradesmen - gatherers, flatteners
and cutters - performed the remaining processes.

split them lengthwise, and transported them to the
flattening house adjacent to the blow room. After
flattening, annealing, and dipping, the sheets were
conveyed to the adjacent cutting house, where
lights of the required size were cut and the glass
was packed and shipped out by rail from a
second siding. 6 Utilizing continuous melting tank
technology and a ful1y rationalized layout, the
new plants easily dwarfed all existing window
glass production facilities in both capacity and
output. But intractable structural problems
confronted manufacturers. In particular, the
continued reliance on hand production methods
and the proliferation of plants in the gas belts of
Indiana, Ohio, and Northern Pennsylvania
simultaneously created a severe shortage of
skilled labor and drove down glass prices. Moreover, demand for glass failed to keep pace with
the expansion of capacity. Clearly, the diverging
trends of increasing capacity, falling prices, and
growing man-power shortages called for dramatic
solution.

By the 1890s, expanding markets, new fuel
resources, advances in melting technology, and a
restrictive urban manufacturing environment
made production based on small firms, craft
skills, and an old, stable technology increasingly
untenable. Rising demand from renewed building
activity and new construction methods and
materials encouraged manufacturers to add
capacity and induced other entrepreneurs to build
new factories. 3 Natural gas discoveries in
western Pennsylvania, Indiana, and Ohio provided a cleaner, cheaper and more efficient fuel
alternative to coal. 4 Shortages of space for
expansion, rising taxes, and other difficulties
induced glass-makers to look elsewhere when
expanding or rebuilding their facilities. In short,
the industry's continued corporate, geographic
and technological stability were no longer assured.
Final1y, manufacturers took advantage of important batch-melting innovations developed by
European manufacturers between 1850 and 1880,
particularly the continuous regenerative melting
tank pioneered by Fredrich Siemens and his
brothers in Germany and England. 5

In 1899, at the start of the largest merger movement in American history, western Pennsylvania
glassmakers secured the backing of financiers
from New York and Philadelphia to create the
industry's first trust, the American Window Glass
Company (AWGC). The merger brought together 41 firms containing seventy percent of the
industry's capacity. Most of those taken over by
the AWGC utilized continuous melting tanks
fueled by natural gas, making them the industry's
most efficient and, in all likelihood, most profitable. The trust also sought control over distribution channels, even going so far as to arrange for
plate glass giant Pittsburgh Plate Glass to distribute AWGC glass in New England.

The adoption of the continuous tank was but part
of the transformation of the window glass factory.
For the most part, in the flow of operations from
melting the batch to shipping the finished glass,
new plants were markedly efficient. Batch was
unloaded into the batch storage house from rail
sidings. Once mixed, narrow gauge overhead
railroads transferred batch ingredients to the
furnace houses, where furnacemen charged them
around the clock. Gatherers and blowers shaped
the molten glass into cylinders, and snappers
capped them off (removed them from the pipe,)

Despite low production costs, sophisticated
melting technology, and an efficient, widespread
distribution system, control over prices and wages
eluded the AWGC. The continuing importance of
skille~ labor gave every manufacturer equal
access to production technology. The ready
availability of natural gas, the exuberance of town
boomers and promoters in encouraging new
factory construction, and a vibrant cooperative
movement among skilled workers swelled the
number of plants to its former level by the early
twentieth century. By 1901, the AWGC's share
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of production capacity had diminished from
seventy to fifty percent, and by 1903 had reached
43 percent. 7
The failure of monopolization to resolve issues of
overcapacity and skilled labor shortages encouraged the search for technological solutions. s
Since the mid-I 890s, Pittsburgh glassmaker
James Chambers and flattener-inventor John
Lubbers had worked on a mechanical blowing
machine, spending over a million dollars developing machinery that successfully transformed
molten "metal" into clear glass. By 190 I,
Lubbers could draw cylinders almost exactly the
size of average hand-blown cylinders. Although
not without problems, the Lubbers machine
worked well enough for the AWGC to begin
installing it in its factories in 1902. By 1907, the
trust operated seven factories with machines and
had closed its remaining hand plants.1)
The design and organization of Lubbers' machine
process reflected his long connection with the
glass industry and the imprint of its centuries-old
labor process on his technical vision. A flattener
by trade, Lubbers had worked for Chambers
since the late 1870s, first in his Pittsburgh
factories, then in Jeannette, and finally in New
Kensington. During his twenty years of work
experience in hand factories, skilled blowers and
gatherers had dominated the production process,
making cylinders that required flattening and
cutting into requisite sizes. Lubbers' machine
process operated in the same fashion. Molten
"metal" was first ladled from the continuous tank
into a heated pot. A "bait" was then lowered into
the pool of pot," remaining long enough for the
metal to adhere to its flanged rim. The bait was
raised slowly while air was simultaneously
pumped into the growing cylinder. When it had
reached the designated height, the cylinder was
broken off, laid horizontal, and cut into sections
(shawls) for flattening. In short, the Lubbers
process replicated the counter-intuitive procedure
of the hand process: making flat sheets of glass
required the prior step of making cylinders. 10
Lubbers had little prior experience on which to
build. Glass makers lacked scientific knowledge
about the behavior of glass, particularly under
conditions of large-scale production. For centuries, knowledge and skill in the glass industry

belonged to a small circle of families, passed from
generation to generation in great secrecy. By the
late nineteenth century, a de facto division of
responsibility had evolved between, on the one
hand, window glass owners and managers who
watched over and carefully guarded glass formulas and financial records, and skilled tradesmen
on the other, who developed, honed and controlled the acquisition and employment of the
knowledge and skills of shaping molten glass. In
the context of family-owned firms and generations of tradesmen there existed a general hostility
to the scientific study of the principles of glassmaking. 11 Moreover, throughout American
industry, industrial research - the application of
scientific principles to the production of industrial
goods - was in its infancy in the early years of
the twentieth century. Thus, to John Lubbers fell
the full range of tasks from the discovery of
scientific principles to their industrial implementation. His position was all the more difficult
because, as a flattener, he lacked the intuitive
knowledge and skills of the blower and gatherer,
who spent their working lives in the searing heat
of the furnace deftly manipulating molten glass.
Lubbers technology gave the AWGC influence
(but not control) over window glass production
and distribution patterns. Despite a forty percent
decline in the number of hand plants after 1904,
the year the AWGC introduced the Lubbers
process, the sector nevertheless retained a fifty
percent market share. Only the most efficient
firms survived; pot furnace production, which
had declined steadily since the 1890s, was all but
eliminated by 1912.12
By the end of World War I, sheet drawing
machines under development in the United States
and Belgium sidestepped the AWGC's patent
monopoly on mechanical cylinder-drawing
methods. Drawing a flat ribbon of glass vertically
from chambers attached directly to the tank,
sheet methods transformed that part of the
process giving the glass its shape but left intact
mixing and melting the batch, and cutting and
packing the finished product. Not only did the
process eliminate blowers and gatherers, as did
Lubbers, but it did away with flatteners as well,
retaining cutters as-the only skilled trade. Unlike
the Lubbers process, which melted and shaped
the glass in a series of discrete operations, sheet
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drawing was truly continuous from batch melting
through shaping. Turning out large quantities of
good quality glass, sheet drawing processes
brought window glass into the era of continuousflow mass production, rendering both hand and
cylinder machine processes obsolete within a
decade.
The two most successful sheet processes, the
Colburn in America and the Fourcault in Belgium,
had similar origins. Their inventors, Irving
Colburn and Emile Fourcault, came out of
engineering/mechanical backgrounds and had
strong familial connections to the glass industry.
This gave them a broad, conceptual approach to
technical issues that answered the questions of
drawing glass by machine not by resort to glass
industry customs, but with a developing body of
machine design principles and shop practices.
Although they approached the problem in a
similar fashion and faced many of the same
obstacles, Colburn and Fourcault resolved the
central problems of sheet drawn glass differently.
Both sought to avoid the cylinder stage by
drawing the sheet directly from the tank (or a
chamber connected to it); both encountered the
problem of "traction... the gradual narrowing of
the sheet" as it cooled. Colburn's solution was a
pair of water-cooled "knurl rolls" at the edges of
the sheet, moving slightly slower than the speed
of the draw and pointed downward to the outside,
that pushed out the sides of the sheet to the
desired width. Fourcault used a "debiteuse," an
oblong "clay floater...shaped like a flat-bottomed
boat. The bottom (had) a slit, with turned up
sides, the tops of which" were submerged below
the surface of the molten glass, thus forcing
upward moderately viscous glass the width of the
slit. Knurled rollers on the Fourcault machine
complemented the "debi" in maintaining the edge
until the glass hardened sufficiently. 13
The two machines differed in other ways as well.
Colburn and Owens wanted to produce a very
strong glass; hence, the lehr on their machine
measured approximately two hundred feet,
substantially longer than any other in use. The
lehr's length precluded a vertical draw, but
experiments with a horizontal draw directly from
the tank failed. Consequently, they and others
developed a system of cooling, reheating, bending
11-6

and annealing the long sheet. An iron bar (bait)
was dipped the tank's drawing chamber and
pulled out vertically, with a two-inch thick molten
glass ribbon attached. About two inches above
the pool of glass, the knurled rolls grabbed and
pushed out the sides of the sheet before two
water-cooled bars stiffened it. At about three
feet, the sheet was reheated by a gas flame and
then bent ninety degrees over an iron roller to a
horizontal plane for annealing. Glass was broken
off in sheets at the end of the lehr run and taken
to the cutting room for cutting and packing.
Fourcault produced good quality glass by drawing
vertically through a much shorter lehr (approximately twenty feet.) Breakers broke the glass off
at the top of the machine and stacked it on bucks
for transporting by means of skip hoist or elevator
to the cutters. 14 Both sheet processes were far
more efficient than those of hand or cylinder
machines.
Sheet drawing machinery was the last true
window glass technology. With the closing of the
GOI plant at Jeannette, Pennsylvania, in 1993,
the process is no longer utilized in North America.
The float glass process that superceded it represented the convergence of window glass and plate
glass technologies, two formerly distinct branches
of the glass industry.

Notes
I The following discussion of nineteenth and early
twentieth-century window glass production summarizes
Richard O'Connor, "Cinderheads and Iron Lungs: Windowglass craftsmen and the Transfonnation of Workers' Control,
1880-1905," (Unpub. Diss., University of Pittsburgh, 1991).
One of the best sources on nineteenth-century glass industry
is Joseph Weeks, Special Report on Glass, U.S. Census of
Manufactures, 1880 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1883), passim. See also the two economic history
classics on the American glass industry: Warren Candler
Scoville, Revolution in Glassmaking (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1948), 14-6,30-84; and
Pearce Davis, Development of the American Glass
Industry (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1949), 11839; also important is William Liddell, "The Development of
Science in the Glass Industry" (Ph.D. diss., Yale University,
1953), passim; as well as Trevor Bain, "The Impact of
Technological Change on the Flat Glass Industry and the
Unions' Reactions to Change: Colonial Times to the
Present" (Ph.D. diss., University of California at Berkeley,
1964),20-61, 153-211; and Dennis Zembala, "Machines in
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the Glasshouse: the Transfonnation of Work in the Glass
Industry, 1820-1915" (Ph.D. Diss., The George Washington
University, 1984),64-66,93-97, 132-60, 192-220.
2Excellent descriptions of the hand process can be
found in: "Great American Industries," Harper's New
Monthly Magazine LXXXIX, no. 470 (1889): 249-254; and
Frank Gessner, ''The American Glass Industry, Its History,
Development and Present Economic Importance," Secretary
of Internal Affairs, 1900: Part III: Report of the Bureau of
Industrial Statistics (Harrisburg: 190 I), 14, 25-7.
3Scoville, Revolution, 257-62.
4Surprisingly, there is little infonnation on the relationship
between natural gas and the glass industry. See O'Connor,
"Cinderbeads," 165-7; Scoville, Revolution, 257-62;
Ellsworth Steel, ''The Flint Glass Workers' Union in the
Indiana Gas Belt and the Ohio Valley in the I 890s," Indiana
Magazine of History 50 (1954): 229-50.
sGunther Stein, "History of the Tank Furnace," in R.
Gunther, Glass-Melting Tank Furnaces (np, 1957), 196.
The following discussion of the tank and factory layout is
based on Richard O'Connor, ''The 'Jeannette Affair' and
Beyond: Technology, Immigration, and the Division of Labor
in the American Window Glass Industry, 1880-1900,"
(Unpub. paper delivered at the Annual Conference of the
Society for the History of Technology, October 1991).
6For examples, see Commoner & Glass Worker,
(hereafter, C&GW), 25 May 1889. Until the early twentieth
century, the Commoner & Glass Worker was a labor paper
devoted to the interests of the skilled trades in the various
branches of the glass industry. It later became the trade
paper of glass manufacturers.
7Scoville, Revolution, 222.
8Mechanization in window glass lagged behind that of
other branches of the glass industry, and behind large-scale
industry in general. " ... (T)he manufacture of glass, like most
other ceramic industries, has been one of the last to feel the
influence of modem science." Liddell, "Science," 118. A
more detailed analysis of the development of the cylinder
drawing machine will appear in a forthcoming issue of
Industrial Archaeology.

9Robert Linton, ''The Window Glass Machine,"
Proceedings of the Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania 22( 1977), 9-10.
IOfor Linton, the fact that cylinders made by the
Lubbers' process "were in every respect similar to those
that were blown by hand" was a source of pride. Linton,
"Machine," 7.
IlLiddell, "Science," 116-22.
IlTo a large extent, these were cooperative enterprises
located in the gasbelts. Many had started in Indiana in the
1890s or in West Virginia in the early years of the twentieth
century. If the competition from the continuous tank and the
Lubbers process did not kill them, then the strains of
cooperation or the depletion of natural gas supplies did.
13 "The Drawing of Sheet Glass," The Glass Industry
(28 August 1921): 190-3.
14 lB. Krak, "New Plant of the United States Sheet
and Window Glass Company at Shreveport, Louisiana," The
Glass Industry 3, no. 9 (September 1922): 172-180; Ibid., 2,
no. 8 (August, 1921): 190-3.
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EXTERIOR SHUTTERS , AWNINGS, SCREENS,
AND STORM WINDOWS

John Sandor
Heritage Preservation Services
National Park Service
Washington , D. C.

The window, at the most basic level, is an
open ing in a wall for the admission of light and
air. Glazing set into a sash or frame is a part of
the definition of window as it is commonly
understood. With the addition of a glazed sash,
particularly when it is moveable, it is possible to
have a measure of control over the admission of
air through the window, but not much else. The
desire to have air and light, and in a related
sense, view, demands that wall s have windows.
The desire to control the admission of light and
air as well as the things that can accompany
them (heat, cold, insects, intruders, and views)
demands that windows be supplemented with a
variety of accessories. Although features
designed to control what passes through the
window have historically been applied both inside
and out, the focus of the discuss ion here is on
exterior features.
Shutters or blinds, aw nings, screens, and storm
windows are all exterior devices that have
hi storically been used in varying combinations to
answer the need for control at the window
opening. In some cases they can continue to add
to the fun ction of a window, in others their
importance may be in maintaining the historical
integrity of the overall exterior composition. In
cases where these features re main in pl ace they
should be preserved or rehabilitated. Where
they are absent, and where their historic ex istence and appearance can be documented, it may
be appropriate to reinstate them. Finally, functional requirements may make the current use of
one of these features appropriate on an hi storic

window even where the feature may never have
existed historically.
To understand how to use shutters, blinds,
awnings, storm windows and screens appropriately it helps to understand something of the
history of each.

Shutters

In any hi storical research it is necessary to
recognize vari ations in term inology. The terms
"blinds" and "shutters" are nearl y synonymous in
referring to wooden panels with louvered slats in
exterior applications. However, only the word
"shutter" seems to have been used to refer to a
solid covering of battened vertical boards or a
framed panel used on the outside of a window.'
From the late eighteenth to the middle nineteenth
century the description "Venetian" frequently
preceded both shutter and blind when referring to
louvered panels. Typical of the overlapping
meaning of these terms - blinds, shutters,
Venetian Blinds, and Venetian shutters - is
Jefferson's use of all fo ur words interchangeably
in writing about louvered panels for the porch at
Monticello in 1796.'
The term "Venetian blind" has been used continuously to describe the device we know today by
that name since the loose horizontally-slatted
fixtures were introduced in America in 1760.
Although these blinds are now only used inside
the window, from the early nineteenth into the
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early twentieth century they were used outside
the window as well. The slats were hung from
chains rather than fabric tapes in exterior applications. 3
The appearance and application of shutters and
blinds varies with both time and location. Vertical boards with battens were used to cover the
earliest window openings, which had no glazing,
and later to cover windows in simple or utilitarian
buildings. Panels set into a mortised frame were
a refinement of the solid shutter. Evidence can
be found of exterior paneled shutters in use from
New York southward. 4 They appeared in The
Carpenters' Company of Philadelphia, 1786
Rule Book, as "outside shutters" in The
Builder's Price Book published in Richmond in

1820 and can be seen in numerous nineteenth
century paintings, illustrations and photos. 5 In
contrast, however, the only mention of a paneled
shutter in a carpenters' rule book from Boston in
1800 is for an interior application. 6 This fits with
the lack of evidence of paneled shutters being
used on the outside of windows in New England.
By the middle of the eighteenth century louvered
shutters were being advertised in American
newspapers, and there was a surge in their use
during the first decade of the nineteenth century. 7
By 1796 Washington was installing shutters with
fixed louvers on second-story windows at Mount
Vernon. Louvered shutters with either fixed or
moveable slats are listed as "Venetian blinds" in
the Richmond price book of 1820. By 1850 A. J.
Downing is writing that shutters are almost
universally used. 8 It was Downing's view that
"outside blind shutters ... give us the power of
regulating the light and coolness of our apartments in summer more perfectly than any other
contrivance."9 At the same time he points out
that when there is tracery in a Gothic window,
blinds should installed inside rather than outside
to avoid obscuring it. 10
Despite the popUlarity of the louvered shutter, the
paneled shutter did not disappear. Both forms of
exterior shutters are listed in the 1820 Richmond
price book. Available nineteenth-century images
confirm that paneled shutters continued in use,
particularly on lower stories. The solid shutter
would have been more secure, and, interestingly,
security was a concern still mentioned in relation11-12

ship to shutters as late as 1878 in a work of
Henry Hudson Holly.1I
By the mid-nineteenth century writers were
beginning to criticize the dark and airless interiors
resulting from multiple layers of window coverings including shutters that were too often
c1osed.1 2 By the first decades of the twentieth
century the exterior shutter was slipping from
universal use. Illustrations and photographs
generally show houses built in this period without
outside shutters except for those strongly Colonial
in style.
Several variations of shutter design are worth
noting, but most cannot be generalized according
to time or place. Carpenters' rule or price books
enumerate options for shutter construction.
Paneled shutters were generally divided horizontally into multiple panels according to the length
of the window and might be plain, raised panel,
molded, or beaded and flush. Lining was an
available extra for both battened and paneled
shutters. Shutters made up of vertical boards
could be lined with a second layer of boards
running horizontally. Paneled shutters could be
ordered in a double thickness as well, with panels
on both sides. Such double layer shutters would
obviously be stronger, hence better able to meet
security needs, and would also be more weather
tight. By the 1870s when mass-produced
shutters were being listed in catalogues, lining had
disappeared as an option. The treatment of the
back side of a paneled shutter was given a
regional distinction in an 1889 millwork catalogue:
the "Philadelphia style" having a raised panel and
molded exterior with beaded and butted interior;
the "New York style" having raised panel
exterior and flat molded interior. 13 By the
second decade of the twentieth century shutters
were more likely to be installed as decorative
rather than functional features, and paneled
shutters with decorative cutouts became a popular
addition to Colonial Revival houses and romantic
cottages.
The construction of shutters traditionally began
with a mortised and tenoned frame, as it still
does today on the best shutters. The width and
thickness of the frame, however, have varied
considerably. Surviving examples of early
shutters tend to be quite thick, though a range of
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thicknesses were likely used. The 1786 Rule
Book from Philadelphia describes options for
paneled shutters ranging from I inch to 1-3/4 inch
with 2 inch for the fully double-layered shutter.
Millwork catalogues from the mid-nineteenth
century offer shutters in thicknesses of 1-3/8
inch, 1-1/2 inch, and 1-3/4 inch. By the end of
the nineteenth century the range of options had
shifted to 1-1/8 inch and 1-3/8 inch, common
thicknesses for manufactured units available
today.
The width of the rails and stiles of some early
louvered shutters was less than their thickness,
though this relationship was usually reversed.
A late nineteenth-century millwork catalogue
from Baltimore promotes their "Regular Baltimore Style" of 2-114 inch stiles and 6 inch bottom
rail as having wider rails and stiles than eastern,
New York or western blinds.'4 The addition of
intennediate cross rails to any shutter would have
the obvious benefit of strengthening the assembly.
Such divisions did not necessarily relate to the
configuration of the window to be covered. They
did, however, provide the opportunity to split a
single shutter with a mix of panels, fixed louvers,
and operable louvers. In divided applications
operable louvers generally were placed below
fixed louvers. In panelllouver combinations the
panel usually occupied the lower position, except
on some of the decorative cutout shutters of the
twentieth century.

mounted to be flush with the outside casing when
closed, though it was common in New England
for shutters to be mounted on top of the casing. 16
The earliest hinges consisted of forged iron pintles
with a spiked end for driving into the casing or
frame and a strap nailed to the face of the closed
shutter.'7 On a plain board shutter the whole
hinge assembly would line up with the batten.
L-shaped straps or "elbow hinges" were a variant
that, with a paneled shutter, accommodated less
extreme placement of the building-side part of the
hinge, and further served to reinforce the comer
joints of the shutter frame'S. The inventiveness
of the nineteenth century produced numerous
solutions for the attachment of shutters, most of
which were patented. '9 These hinges included
butt and surface hinges, and many incorporated
special features for opening or securing the
shutters.
The appearance of a shutter is affected by how it
is painted. According to written records, paint
analysis of surviving elements, and depictions in
art, green was early on the most popular color
for shutters. One possible explanation for the
tradition of green shutters could be found in the
analysis of the early green pigments. The colors
known as "Paris green" and "emerald green"
were based on copper arsenic compounds, and,
in Europe, arsenic traditionally was added to
paints as a preservative. 20

Shutters for a single opening might be divided
into four or more leaves, folding back on themselves to be more compact in the open position.
Such shutters were more common in the late
nineteenth century, when irregular plans and
grouped windows limited the available wall space
against which to open the shutter. The difficulty
of shuttering multiple unit windows with hinged
leaves led Holly to advocate interior sliding
shutters. 15 Shutters could also be divided
vertically and hung to cover upper and lower
sash independently as were the early nineteenthcentury shutters at Mount Vernon and early
twentieth-century awning blinds, but this does not
seem to have been a common application.

Although green may still be the color that most
often comes to mind when one thinks of shutters,
the nineteenth century introduced many alternati ve views on how they should be painted.
Calvert Vaux, in recommending a four-color
scheme for a rural building, describes the painting
of exterior shutters: "The third color, not widely
different from the other woodwork should be
applied to the solid parts of the Venetian blinds,
and the movable slats should be painted of the
fourth tint." Failing to distinguish the blind, with
color, from the rest of the house, "a blank
uninteresting effect will be produced, for when
the blinds are closed, which is generally the case,
the house, except to a person very near it, will
appear to be without any windows at all."2'

Other points of variation are the way the shutter
is hinged and the hardware itself. Regardless of
the hinge type, shutters were most commonly

Illustrations from nineteenth-century architectural
design books and paint company publications
indicate what taste makers recommended for the
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color of shutters, if not what the average homeowner actually painted them. Illustrations from
1861 show first-floor solid shutters painted in the
fashionable light earth tones of the houses while
the louvered shutters of the upper floor remain a
traditional green. 22 Taste moved to darker colors,
and shutters were integrated into the overall
painting scheme. Illustrations of 1885 propose
shutters related to the trim colors: either a similar
but distinct tone, or one matching the color used
to pick out trim features. 23 Tinted drawings of
similar date suggest painting shutters to simply
match the basic trim color.24 Others illustrate
shutters in two colors as Vaux described or even
more elaborately done with moldings picked out
in a third color to match window sash.25 At the
end of the century, shutters were often painted to
match the taste for lively, complicated compositions. One paint company proposed reversing the
two color paint scheme from the inside to the
outside of the shutter to maximize the contrasting
effect against the different fields of siding and
trim. 26 For tum of the century Colonial Revival
houses, cream or white was recommended for
shutters,27 but dark green returned as the most
frequently depicted shutter color in paint company illustrations of the time. 28
Looking at period images of buildings can provide
a great deal of information about the use and
appearance of shutters and blinds. They provide
little information, however, about the exterior use
of the loose slatted blind we know today as a
Venetian blind, except to suggest that the scarcity
of images is an indication of less-than-common
_ usage. Several nineteenth-century authors
advocated the application of Venetian blinds to
the outside of the window where they could
better block the heat of the sun. Being retractable
they were a much less intrusive feature than were
rigid hinged assemblies. Such blinds were
offered in several models by the James G. Wilson
Manufacturing Company as late as 1912.29
Some included track-like edges to protect the slats
from being caught by the wind and some had
jointed arms attached to the bottom, which
allowed the blind to be swung out from the
bottom in awning fashion.
Battened board panels have also been top hinged
in awning fashion, primarily in coastal areas
where they answer the need for sun shading as
11-14

well as storm protection, but also on early, simple
southern tenant cottages that lacked any glazed
sash.30 More common are typical, rigidly framed,
louvered shutter panels, hinged to operate as
awnings. Examples of this application can be
found from the late nineteenth into the twentieth
century. Special hinges were available that
permitted dual operation. Sometimes the shutter
was split to allow awning operation at the top and
conventional hinged operation at the bottom. A
unique assembly that has an awning function
within a typical side-hinged leaf is found at the
Olmstead home and office at the Frederick Law
Olmstead National Historic Site in Brookline,
Massachusetts.

Awnings
Fabric awnings can be traced to ancient sources,
though their use was not widespread in this
country until the second half of the nineteenth
century. ~e earliest documented reference to a
fabric awning in this country is from the accounts
of the College of William and Mary in 1766-1767.
At this time the word "umbrellow" was used to
refer to a sunscreen of cloth on a frame. 31 In the
earliest drawings where they appear, cloth
awnings are more common protecting shop
fronts, and the sidewalks in front of them, than
shading standard windows. 32 This is hardly
surprising given the fact that the ubiquitous
louvered shutter was serving that purpose
through most of the nineteenth century. In most
installations a shutter could not be closed over an
awning, even one that was retracted. Where
blinds or shutters were interior, or absent altogether, the awning was a complimentary addition
to the equipment of a window.
Some early awnings were hung from their own
boxed frame applied to the trim of the window
and functioned in part like a blind. Others had a
simpler boxed valance into which they could be
retracted. Awnings might be little more than a
single piece of fabric attached at the top of the
window and held out by projecting arms. More
common, at least late in the century, were
awnings with enclosed sides called drops and
decoratively cut valance edging. Nineteenthcentury awnings tended to be deep, covering at
least half the height of the window and often even
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more. By the end of the century fabric awnings
were in widespread use on buildings of all types.
Awnings historically were made of cotton canvas
that was painted.33 Though many awnings were
plain, they were more commonly striped in
contrasting colors, providing a lively note on even
the most sober buildings.

Screens
With awnings useful only to shelter a window
from sun or rain, it is not surprising that as they
increased in popularity, other specialized features
were added to the enhance the ability to control
what passed through the window. Although a
louvered shutter might allow effective ventilation,
it would be only the slightest deterrent to the
entrance of insects. Efforts to effectively
exclude insects began at the inside of the
window first with thin curtains, and later with
wire screens, the discussion of which is well
covered in Winkler and Moss's Victorian
Interior Decoration.
Screens first appeared on the exterior of windows in the late nineteenth century, but they did
not immediately become universal. The description of screens available in a Sears and Roebuck
catalog of 1902 still offered encouragement for
their use, noting that they were no longer a
lUXUry but a necessity of modern life. Early
woven wire cloth was available from the mail
order houses in black or green painted steel.
While some nineteenth-century sources offered
only green, most twentieth-century suppliers
offered only black. Manufacturers were producing copper and copper alloy screens at least as
early as the late 1870s, but it is clear that their
cost limited use to high end installations.34
Galvanized wire was also available in the early
twentieth century and was advocated for its
superior rust resistance, while being less costly
than copper, though it too was usually enameled
black. The earliest exterior screens used light
wood frames. Screen sash to cover half as well
as the whole window could be found in manufacturers' catalogs as early as 1878, though it
received more prominent listings by the end of
the century.35 Screens were held in place with a
variety of available hardware. One of the most
common and enduring means of attaching screens

was with the use of convex beads, nailed to the
edges of the window casings. The edge of the
screen frame was grooved and fitted with springs
that held it snug to the tracks while allowing it to
be removed. The spring could be omitted if the
track and screen were fitted to the bottom half of
the window only.
By the end of the first decade of the twentieth
century screens were available with metal
frames. 36 Their manufacturers touted the screen's
attractiveness in contrast to the wide and clumsy
appearance of wood frame screens. Metal
screens could be full or half height, sliding, sidehinged or top-hinged. Metal never became more
than an alternative, and wooden screens continued to account for a substantial portion of the
market with various manufacturers promoting
their own distinctive features.
Many of the hinges, hooks and spring bolts used
to hold screens in place were the same hardware
used to attach storm windows. Storm windows
could be hinged at the side like an outward
swinging casement sash or hooked over prongs
attached to the head casing. Other attaching
devices included hooks projecting from the inside
face of the frame, which then hooked over
projections screwed to the sides of the blind stop.
The installation of screens and storm windows
was not always compatible with the way shutters
were installed. When shutters were mounted to
close over the casing, a storm sash or screen
could be fitted flush within the casing, though
there would be no way to operate the shutters
with a storm or screen in place. Evidence of the
emerging importance of storm windows is the
discussion in a 1906 construction manual of the
advantage of a particular type of shutter hinge
that allows the window opening to remain clear
for the installation of a storm sash. 37

Storm Windows
The earliest use of storm windows is hard to
establish. Manufacturers' catalogues offered
wooden storm sash as early as 1879.38 Typically
a single storm sash provided full coverage for
both sash of a double-hung window. The storm
sash were divided by muntins into various
configurations. The availability of storm sash
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with the small decorative panes of a Queen Anne
window is evidence that the divisions of the storm
sash were intended to mimic the window it was
covering. Optional provisions for ventilation
included slots with adjustable covers cut into the
bottom rail and hinged secondary frames making
one light of a mUlti-paned window operable. The
frame of a storm window was generally equal or
less in width than the sash of the main window.
Although a 1906 manual of building construction
recommended storm windows for all windows on
the north and west elevations, it seems that they
were somewhat less than common in actual
practice. 39 As late as 1888 authors like Holly
were still passionate advocates for ventilation
and the need for fresh air.40 The importance of
additions to a window to lessen heat loss was
diminished so long as it was still considered
important to maintain an open path for fresh air
to enter. Only as electricity replaced gas for
lighting and central heat replaced fireplaces and
stoves did the concern for ventilation diminish,
making it reasonable for increased comfort to be
pursued through improving the thermal performance of windows.

Preservation and Restoration
lust as any historic feature of a building that
survives should be preserved, so too should the
external devices that survive as additions to
windows. If the windows themselves are
fragile enough elements to be lost to replacement
or integrity-robbing rehabilitation campaigns, the
usually less substantial and more weatherexposed features added to the outside of windows are even less likely to remain intact for
long periods of time. As with windows, the
preservation of historic shutters, storm windows,
or screens centers on the prevention and repair
of wood decay. The organisms responsible for
wood rot require moisture, so protection from
moisture is an essential part of any preservation
or rehabilitation strategy. Paint is the most
obvious and traditional line of defense. All of
the recommendations for the effective application of paint to wood should apply: strip paint
films that are too thick to have any elastic
integrity; sand weathered wood; apply paint only
to clean surfaces; paint only in suitable weather;
11-16

paint all accessible surfaces, not just the visible
face. 41
Because the joinery needed to hold together
shutters and storm or screen sash cannot readily
be designed to shed water the way the design of
clapboards, for instance, does, alternative means
of moisture protection are important for decay
prevention. The differential in the effect of
moisture on the dimension of wood across the
grain as opposed to along the grain means that
any joint where wood members meet at right
angles will likely move enough with changes in
weather to produce a crack in the painted finish
along that line. Even the finest of cracks can
allow water to enter. Once inside, if the inner
surfaces of the joint are bare wood, decay can
begin, and as long as the joint remains reasonably
tight and outer surfaces are painted, not much
drying takes place.
The nineteenth-century approach to protecting
the vulnerable joints was to put the shutter
together with white lead dissolved in raw linseed
oi1.42 A more reasonable option today is the
application of penetrating water repellents. These
have been shown in tests to be effective in the
prevention of wood decay and are used by most
wood window manufacturers on window components before assembly. If rehabilitation of storm
sash, screens or shutters involves disassembly
then the opportunity should be taken to apply a
water repellent to all surfaces. If any signs of
decay are present, then a preservative treatment
should precede the water repellent or a combination preservative/water repellent should be
used. Even without disassembly, the fluidity of
most water repellent preparations can achieve
some penetration of all but the tightest joints and
can provide protection to any wood surface
beyond the life of the paint film. 43
By the nature of its structure the end grain of
wood is prone to take on water more readily than
face grain. This makes it worthy of extra
protection. In the case of shutters, where the
end grain of the stiles is subject to rather severe
exposure at the top edge, extra protection is
sometimes added in the form of a shallow metal
cap. Regardless of the metal used, a cap should
be painted out to match the shutter.
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Where parts of the wood seem soft, but are still
essentially intact, an epoxy consolidant may be
the most efficient way to restore integrity. Use
of an epoxy filler may even make sense for
replacement of lost material where disassembly of
a shutter or sash would prove difficult or risk
additional damage. Larger areas of deterioration
may call for a dutchman patch or replacement of
a component part, which will necessitate disassembly. Historic shutters are assembled in the
same fashion as wood sash and can be eased
apart once the pins that secure the mortise and
tenon are drilled or driven out. It may be
necessary to remove paint to locate the pins.
New wood used for repair should match the
species of the original and should be treated be
treated before assembly.
Although historic shutters and storm or screen
sash should be preserved where they survive,
there is often nothing left to preserve, and some
investigation is necessary to accurately reinstate
the feature. In some lucky instances historic
photographs are available on which to base
designs. Often the only evidence of what
enhanced the exterior of a window comes from
the mounting hardware.
A shallow mortise where a hinge was let into a
brick mold or casing can indicate how a shutter
was hinged. When a hinge was surface
mounted, the only evidence of a shutter would be
the holes from screws or the spike of the pintle,
unless there is a shadow of the hinge iteself in
the paint film. Since holes would likely be filled
before repainting only the removal of the paint
would give a full picture of all the previous
attachments to a window. As twentieth-century
materials and assemblies join the ranks of what is
considered historic, applications where the shutter
panels are screwed to the wall will also become
historic, but currently justification for such
applications will be rare. Available evidence of
historic window features should, where possible,
be respected.

r

In addition to the obvious benefits of any of these
items reinstated as operable features, there is an
often overlooked benefit to the reintroduction of
shutters to rehabilitated building. In a project
where interior functions demand the closing of a
window opening, the installation of closed

shutters over the historic window allows the
window to remain in place despite being walled
over on the inside.
New Applications
Historic appearance aside, shutters, storm
windows, screens and awnings can all answer
modern functional needs and may be considered
for use when no evidence exists of their use
historically. They are removable items that can
be installed with little damage to historic fabric
and, especially in the case of storm windows,
can provide protection for the historic window.
As when adding any new feature to an historic
building, the feature should be compatible with
the characteristics of the building and be unobtrusive. When adding a storm, screen, shutter or
awning, it may not always be possible to readily
distinguish the newly added feature from a I.restored or reinstated historic one. Newly added
features, therefore, should be straightforward
and rather generic.
The lifespan of new wooden shutters, screens
and storm windows can be enhanced by attention to materials, joinery and finish. Decay
resistant wood such as redwood or western red
cedar can enhance durability. Waterproof
exterior glues can add strength to joints and keep
them tight enough to inhibit water penetration.
Preservative treatments, careful surface preparation and priming can contribute to a protective
finish.
To be acceptable modem additions to an historic
window, shutters need to be sized to cover the
window when closed and be hinged to be
operable. If installed for functioning, it will be
obvious which way the louvers should be directed. In addition to being excellent sunscreening devices, shutters can usefully provide added
security, particularly on buildings with only parttime occupancy.
Screens and storm sash historically have been
understated additions to a window. Simple
wooden frames painted to match the window
frame or sash are a good option, but more
modern materials can be used successfully as
well. There is a range of acceptable options
within what is currently available. Selection of a
storm window must take into account the
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visibility and significance of the elevation of
which it will become a part.
The custom-made, enameled aluminum sash that
covers the window within a single plane may be
the least obtrusive way to add an exterior storm
window, though wooden sash remain an excellent option. While the stock, triple-track, millfinish aluminum storm window may never be an
appropriate selection for an historic building, the
same unit with an enameled finish to match the
prime window may be an acceptable choice for
some applications. The projecting frame creates
a perimeter shadow, and its shaped profile adds a
distracting visual complexity, making it less
desirable than the flatter profile of other options.
The successful application of an exterior screen
depends as well on the size and color of the
frame. The less obtrusive it can be made the
better. With screens there is the additional
consideration of the wire fabric itself. A darkcolored wire is essential to allow it to recede into
the darkness of the glass behind it. This can be
readily achieved with modem coated aluminum
screening. It is also important for the wire fabric
to be held taut and planar, which can be a
problem with some of the fiberglass materials
that tend to sag and catch light unevenly.
Awnings become such a visually prominent
feature of any building to which they are added
that every effort should be made to find historical
evidence of their use. Awnings historically were
most often retractable, which dictated a simple
sloped form. Though operability need not be
included in a modem application, a basic simple
shape should still be used. Modem acrylic
fabrics offer more practical life spans than the
traditional cotton canvas, but vinyl or other
materials that are not a woven fabric are inappropriate choices.
Each of the items discussed here can be an
important addition to an historic window, contributing to historic integrity, meeting current functional needs, or both. With regular, careful
maintenance surviving historic shutters, storm
windows and screens can be sustained. With a
little investigation, lost elements can be accurately reinstated. With sensitive planning new
shutters, storm windows, screens and awnings
can be successfully introduced without destroying
11-18

the character and fabric of historic windows.
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Architectural Trade Catalogs. (New York: Clearwater
Publishing Co., 1889), microfiche.
39 EE. Kidder, 1906.
37

40

H.H. Holly, 94-97.

oil Useful general recommendations on painting can be
found in: S.c. Park, Proper Painting and SurJace
Preparation, Preservation Tech Notes: Exterior Woodwork
Number 1 (Washington D.C.: U.S. Department of the
Interior, National Park Service); A. O'Bright, Paint Removal
from Wood Siding, Preservation Tech Notes: Exterior
Woodwork Number 2 (Washington D.C.: U.S. Department
of the Interior, National Park Service).
42 Masonry, Carpentry and Joinery (1899; reprint, ,
Chicago, Illinois: Chicago Review Press, 1977), 87.
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THE "OTH ER" BLINDS:
VENETIAN BLINDS , WINDOW SCREENS , ROLLER
BLINDS, BUG BARS, AND AWNINGS
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The term "blinds" can be confus ing as anyo ne
knows who has read nineteenth-century architectural books, housekeeping manuals, or trade
catalogues. Too often refe rences in these texts
are not accom panied by illustrations. For
decorative arts hi storians and mu seum curators
charged with recreating hi storic interiors as
acc urately as possible, the absence of visual
documentation is pal1icularly fru strating. A slim,
fifteen page volume in the Dornsife Collection of
the Vi ctorian Society at The Athenaeum of
Philadelphi a contai ns some answers. The trade
catalogue ofTylor and Pace, WindolV Blind
Manllfactllrers, 3 13 Oxford Street, London, circa
1849' is extremely useful; as the catalogue
makes clear, the word "blind" was used in
connection with several differe nt types of
window coverings, some of which are either
nonex istent today or known by other names.
Among the blinds illustrated and described in the
Ty lor and Pace catalogue are outside shutter
blinds, interior and exterior Veneti an blinds,
"dwarf Venetian blinds," perforated zinc and
gauze wire blinds, roller blinds and transparent
bl inds, and outside blinds identified as Florenti ne,
Spanish, and Oriental blinds.
Shutters have been in use for centuries, and
Venetian blinds have been used in American
interiors since the middle of the eighteenth
century. The meaning of the term s remains
bas ically unchanged today. "S hutter" refers to
paneled or louvered shutters aff"ixed to the sides
of windows, although the Tylor and Pace catalogue illustrates only the louvered variety. In the

past solid paneled shutters were often used on
first fl oor windows for reasons of security, whi le
louvered shutters were used on upper floors for
venti lation-purposes easily fo rgotten in the
twentieth century with better street lighting,
publicly funded police forces, and air conditioning. Most homeowners today employ shutters
primari ly for decoration.
The term "Veneti an blind" refers to wooden slats
or " laths" that are suspended from tapes and
operated with cords. Today Venetian blinds .are
generally associated with interior use onl y, but
that was not always the case. Both John
C laudius Loudon's An Encyclopedia of COl/age,
Farlll, and Villa ArchitecllIre and Fllrnilllre
(London, 1833) and Thomas Webster and Mrs.
Parkes's An Encyclopedia of DOlllestic EconolllY
(London, 1844) described exterior Venetian blinds
in which metal chain links replaced the more
familiar cotton tapes and cords. While they
apparently had limited popularity in America,
exterior blinds were produced throughout the
century and the 19 12 the catalogue of the James
G. Wil son Manufacturing Company, New York,
illustrated them with the outer edges of the slats
running in grooves so, according to the manufacturer, the blinds would not rattle in the breeze.'
The Tylor and Pace catalogue illustrated o nl y
interior Venetian blinds that could be painted any
color, but the firm specifically mentio ned green,
drab, buff, or stone. These were also popul ar
colors for louvered shutters; when the Swedi sh
author, Fredrika Bremer, visited the United States
at mid-century, she spent Jul y in Washington,
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D.C., from whence she wrote her sister that
despite the heat her room was "kept cool by the
green Venetian shutters. "3
A far more unfamiliar term is the "dwarf Venetian
blind" iIIustrated in the Tylor and Pace catalogue
as a wooden frame containing vertical wooden
stationary laths. The catalogue also sold the
frames without laths. The mystery is explained
by Webster and Parkes who caIIed the same item
"short blinds," which they described as follows:
Short blinds to prevent seeing in,
generally reaching half up the lower
sash, are sometimes made as low
curtains, of muslin, with a frill, and
stretched on a brass rod across the
window; but the better houses have
either Venitian [sic] blinds of short
perpendicular laths, or blinds made of
woven wire, or pierced zinc, put into a
mahogany frame. Woven wire makes
an excellent blind, being desirable, and
admitting of being ornamented by
painting in oil upon it. They are not apt
to be out of order, as is the case with
Venitian [sic] blinds, without great care:'

The fabric "short blinds" described by Webster
and Parkes were labeled "little half curtains" by
the British author of The Workwoman sGuide
(1838) who noted "these are much in use for the
lower windows of town houses, to prevent
persons from looking into the rooms, and are
generally made to reach half way up to the
second pane, or merely to the first. They are
made of muslin, or a kind of canvass [sic], and
sometimes, though very rarely of chintz. "5
Nineteenth-century illustrations of American
interiors depict fabric short blinds with some
frequency but not so "dwarf Venetian blinds."
The latter do show up in British views, however,
such as paintings of Brathay Hall in the Lake
District reprinted in Susan Lasdun, Victorians at
Home (1981).
The Tylor and Pace catalogue also illustrated
"window screens," or what it referred to as
perforated zinc and gauze wire blinds. Loudon,
who described wire blinds in 1833 but did not
iIlustrate them, noted they were recent additions
to household management stating "wire outside
blinds have not hitherto been used."6 The prices
in the Tylor and Pace catalogue varied depending
upon whether the zinc or wire was painted a
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single color or ornamented with patterns or
lettering. Loudon stated that wire blinds had to
be painted "to preserve them from weather,"
adding "they may be ornamented with landscapes, figures, or other objects; or, in the case
of a country tradesman, in a roadside cottage,
they may exhibit the owner's name, or the
implements or products of his trade."? Not all
Americans found the practice agreeable. An
article published in the June 1860 issue of
Godey s Lady s Book declared "a plain band of
one or two colors, running around, about an inch
or two from the edge, is, in general, the most
suitable decoration for wire blinds," and stated
flatly that "absurd ornaments should be rigidly
avoided."8 This advice notwithstanding, some
of the earliest decoratively painted window
screens documented in America are from the
Senator Justin Smith MorriIl Homestead in
Strafford, Vermont, and are thought to date from
an 1860 remodeling of the house. 9 The tradition
of decoratively painting window screens persisted in Baltimore, Maryland, long after improved wire mesh ended the practice elsewhere.
Window screens were rare in America houses
until the last quarter of the nineteenth century,
with the consequence that mosquito netting or
"bug bars" were very popular. In some cases,
these "bars" took the form of short blinds
described above. In a story by Timothy Shay
Arthur entitled "Country Boarding," a husband
whose family had taken rooms in the country for
the summer rode back to the city to fetch "gauze
frames for the window to keep out bats and bugs
at night" after spending a sleepless night in a
house lacking such niceties. to More commonly,
bug bars were netting suspended from frames
over bedsteads. In a journal entry dated 12
September 1844, the German naturalist Albert
Koch (1804-1868) wrote:
... the mosquitoes were here
[Jeffersonville, Indiana] in such large
numbers that in the evening once could
neither write nor read. To my consolation the beds were surrounded with nets
so that at least at night one was
protected from them and could sleep in
peace. II

The Tylor and Pace catalogue distinguished
between "roIler blinds" and "transparent blinds."
The fonner were window blinds or window
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shades made of holland (a fine linen), attached to
a wooden roller, and mounted at the top of a
window. Ty lor and Pace sold window blinds
raised and lowered by a pulley and also sold an
improved variety using a spring roller that cost
about one-third more. The spring roller was a
recent advance, and because of its extra cost,
Loudon felt it suitable for villas only.12 It was
still so novel in 1844 that Webster and Parkes
felt the need to define it for readers:
Spring roller blinds have a wire spring
inside a tin roller, which acts so as to
tum it, and the blind is raised up by
merely pulling a cord: these are much
more expensive than the common rollerblind, which has the advantage of
greater simplicity, and being less apt to
be out of order. 13

According to Loudon, the best spring rollers were
made by Barron and Mills. The Tylor and Pace
catalogue does not include the name of the
manufacturer whose spring rollers they used.
Roller blinds came in all sorts of colors, although
most critics preferred white, buff, or gray to
avoid tinting a room with strong color. As
Constance Cary Harrison explained in Woman s
Handiwork in Modem Homes (1882), red
holland window shades might suggest "a descent
into the Inferno at every afternoon tea."14
Transparent blinds were a decorative advance
over plain holland window shades by the simple
expedient of having a design painted on them.
One of the earliest examples of a painted or
transparent blind is a Gothic pattern illustrated by
Thomas Sheraton in the Cabinet-Maker, Upholsterer and General Artist s Encyclopedia (1804).

Gothic designs were apparently very popular as
one appeared in a French source, the 6e. Cahier
("Sixth Notebook") ofPinsonniere published in
Paris about 1830, and the Tylor and Pace
catalogue pictured one as well. According to the
catalogue, the firm had a large assort of transparent blinds "consisting of Imitation Stained Glass,
Landscape Scenery, Birds and Flowers, and
Ornamental subjects." Nathaniel Whittock,
author of The Decorative Painters' and Glaziers' Guide (London, 1827), devoted several
pages to the process, explaining the work was
usually done on "fine Scotch cambric or lawn"
that was stretched on a frame, sized, and painted
with pigments mixed in mastic varnish. Whittock

believed the best colors were Prussian blue, lake,
raw and burnt umber, raw and burnt sienna, and
Vandyke brown because they were the most
transparent.
Loudon recommended transparent blinds because
they admitted light and were particularly useful at
"the windows of cottages which have either no
view, or one which it is desirable to exclude."15
Webster and Parkes concurred, but not Andrew
Jackson Downing who explained in The Architecture of Country Houses (1850) that the best
blinds were made of "plain brown or drab linen."
He reasoned:
Nothing can be more vulgar and tawdry
for a country house than most of the
transparencies and painted curtains
which we sometimes see used in this
way. If they are badly painted, as is
generally the case, they are only an
offence to cultivated taste; if they are
well painted, with copies oflandscapes,
etc., they are not good, in the sense of
pictures, while they only hide, nine times
in ten, a more interesting view of the real
landscape without. Such specimens of
the arts as these may be tolerated in
towns, as they awaken a sentiment of
nature in the midst of brick walls but are
unworthy of the least toleration in a
country house. 16

Despite Downing's objections, surviving examples
suggest transparent blinds were popular in
America. In 1853 Godey s Lady s Book proclaimed that painted window shades were "now
used in almost every house in [Philadelphia]."17
An advertisement in the same magazine described
"gold border window-shades, so indispensable for
excluding the sun, of any required size, and in a
variety of ornamental and plain patterns" in costs
ranging from "one dollar and a half to eight
dollars each."IB The most "desirable" colors
were listed as buff, stone, ashes of roses, pearl,
and rose.1 9
Finally, the type of blind classified today as an
"awning" was far more carefully delineated in the
Tylor and Pace that illustrated three styles, all
using striped canvas but differentiated by generally outline. Terminology was not fixed, apparently, for what Tylor and Pace called a "Spanish
blind," Loudon and Webster and Parkes labeled a
"bonnet blind."20 While the two household
compendia do not mention color, Tylor and Pace
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marketed all three awning styles in blue and white
stripes but--for an added fee-they could be had in
green and white or red and white stripes.
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THE HISTORY OF THE GLASS AND METAL
CURTAIN WALL : FROM THE RELIANCE
BUILDING TO THE LEVER HOUSE

Stephen 1. Kelley, AlA, SE
Senior Consultalll
Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc.
Chicago, Illinois

The beginn ings of the glass and metal curtain wall
can be traced back to numerous nineteenth and
earl y twentieth-century sources, incl udi ng glass
exhibition pavilions and masonry inti lied metal
frame structures. Its development was governed
by technology, economics, and aesthetics.
Technology was dependent upon the evolution of
the structural frame, the deve lopment of li ghtweight building materials, and the invention of
adeq uate fireproofing and insulation systems.
Economy dictated that the amo unt and weights of
materials used be minimized, that more prefabrication occur, and that construction become
standardized. Aesthetics called for ever greater
expanses of glass. These factors led to the sleek
glass and aluminum skins that cloak the skyscrapers of our era.
Antecedents of' the Glass and Metal Curtain
Wall

Crystal Palace also exhibited the future tre nds in
construction in which operations performed on
site would be transferred to the factory,' and in
manufacturing in whi ch the machine wou ld
supplant work by hand.' The Crystal Palace and
later glass-walled exhibition buildings were not
permanent structures, and the glass curtain wall s
they employed wo uld not make their way into the
mainstream untillhe middle of the twentieth
century.
The Crystal Place in New York (Cartensen and
Gildemei ster, 1853) was also an impressive
demonstration of the versatili ty of this glass
building form . The structure was not fireproof,
and in October of 1858, in less than an hour, it
burned to the ground illustrating the necessity for
adequate fireproofing systems with glass and
metal curtain walls' (Fig ure I ).
The First Curtain Walls

London 's Great Exhibition building of 185 1, the
Crystal Palace, is identified by Pevsner as the
"touchstone" of those technical achievements that
point forward to our own era. It was an example
on a very large scale of the aesthetic of a transparent skin encasing a wholl y-visible frame. It
was also an earl y illustration of the use of massproduction , and was designed in standard partssections of cast iron and glass based on a modular
unit '. Onl y by means of prefabrication and the
use of construction techniques using dry materials
(glass and metal) rather than wet materials
(masonry mortar) could a building of such a size
be erected in the short time of four months.' The

The late nineteenth century was an inventi ve era
in American construction. Followi ng the Civil
War, the metall urgical industries were able to
suppl y structural metal s in quantity to realize
metal skeletons for the skyscraper. C lay ti le to
fireproof these metal skeletons was also developed 6 Production of glass in the United States
became common, and it was no longer necessary
to import glass from Europe.
In 1884 a cap of the semi-prec ious metal, aluminum, was cast for the Washington Monument by
Frismuth of Philadelphia. The cap was such a
novelty that it was put on exhi bit in Tiffany's in
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Figure 1. New York's
Crystal Place,
opened all 14 july
1853, wa s designed
by the deve/oper of
Copenhage n's Tivoli
Garde/ Is. It was not
con stru cted w ith
allY type of
f irep roofin g or
suppression system s
and on 8 October
1858, it was
completely
destroyed by f ire.

New York before it was set in pl ace. Oberlin
College student Charles Martin Hall di scovered a
process in 1889 by which aluminum could be
made on a commerci al scale. The electrolytic
process, still in use today, drastically affected the
price of aluminum, and eventually revolutioni zed
curtain wall construction.' However, the curtain
walls of the era and up to the time of the Second
World War wo uld be of masonry rather than
metal.

Figu re 2. Bu rnham alld Root designed a
co mplete steel fram e, laterally stiffelled with a
diago nal bracing system, in the 20-story
Masonic Temple (Chicago, 1892). This building
used the newly developed masonry ClIrtaill
wall, but did 1I0t rely on the cu rta ill wall fo r
la teral stiffn ess as had jelllley's Home
Insurallce buildillg.
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Chicago architect William LeBaron Jenney was
an innovator of the application of the iron frame
and masonry curtain wall to the highrise office
building. The Home Insurance Building ( 18841885) ex hibited the essentials of the fullydeveloped skyscraper on its main facades'"
Spandrel beams supported the exterior wall s at
the fourth, sixth, ninth, and above the tenth
levels. These loads were transferred to stone pier
footings via the metal frame without load-bearing
masonry wall s.' Jenney trained many of the
architects including Louis Sullivan, William
Holabird, Martin Roche, and Daniel Burnham
who designed Chicago's earl y skyscrapers during
a prolific building period and who further developed the masonry curtain wall (Figure 2).
An archetype of the Chicago School can be found
in the rigid steel fram e Reliance Building (D.H.
Burnham, 1895), the first skyscraper to use terra
cotta exclusively as a cladding. The Reliance
Building curtain wall is a clear aesthetic expression of the underl ying structure and provides a
maximum of natural lighting. The terra cotta
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units of the curtai n wa ll are connected to a
gridwork of cast-iron mullions, lintels, and sills
which span between levels.
In New York City, which became the center of
skyscraper development by 1900, the maso nry
curtain wall concept became well established as
skysc raper heights increased dramaticall y. T he
once impressive twenty-story bu ildings of Ch icago were overshadowed by bu ildings 300, 600,
and fina ll y 792 feet with the Woolworth Building
(Cass Gi lbert, 19 13).
In Europe at the end of the century, architects
were exploring the aesthetic possibilities of glass

and metal on bui ld ing facades. An ex ample was
Victor Horta 's Maison du Peuple (Brussels,
1896, demoli shed), where the metal skeleton was
enclosed o nl y by glass or th in panels held in iron
fra mes lO (Figure 3). Another was Bernhard
Sehring's Tietz Department Store (Berlin , 1898,
demolished), which featured a facade of glass
with thi n iron mullio ns and rails."
Similar themes were explored in the United States
at the begi nning of the next century. The Boley
Building (Kansas C ity, 1909), by Loui s Curtis,
incorporated a transparent glass wall enclosi ng an
entire structure (Figure 4) . These experiments in

Figllre 3. The Maison du Peuple
was designed by Viclor Haria as a
c011lm ercial, res idelltinl , nlld

enlerlainmen l complex. Its Art
Nouveall slyle strove for
lighlness, allenualioll, alld
Iransparellcy, alld Ihese qualities
were eas ily expressed through Ihe
glass alld melal ClIrla in wall .

Figure 4. Th e Boley buildillg in
Ka nsas Cily was designed by
LOllis Cu rtis and cO ll stru cted in
1909.
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the aesthetic possibilities of the glass curtain wall
were largely ignored by American architects of
the period. 12

The European Modern Movement and the
Curtain Wall
The First World War administered a fatal blow to
the handicraft movement, and the machine was to
become the base of a new architecture. During
the war the German Hugo Junkers produced
some of the first practical all-metal airplanes. By
1917 he was using an aluminum alloy to reduce
the weight of the aircraft. Aircraft built with
aluminum thereafter came into widespread use. 13
The location of the Junkers factory in Dessau is
one of the reasons that the new Bauhaus school
would also be constructed there.
German architects Walter Gropius and Adolph
Meyer were commissioned to build the
Faguswerke Factory (Alfeld-an-der-Leine, 1911),
regarded as one of the founding monuments of
the European modern movement. At this factory,
each level is indicated by solid spandrel panels
that are installed like the glass above and below
them, a treatment echoed by post-World War II
highrise curtain walls. 14
After the First World War, the theme of the
curtain wall of the Faguswerke Factory was
furthered by the construction of the Bauhaus
School (Gropius, 1925) with a studio featuring an
impressive glass and steel curtain wall l5 (Figure 5).
Contemporary to this time, Ludwig Mies van der
Rohe, who followed Gropius as head of the
Bauhaus School, prepared a series of unrealized
projects in which the most famous came to be
known as the "Glass Skyscraper," a highrise
enveloped totally in glass. 16 These themes
established by the tenets of the Modern Movement were repeated throughout Europe. The Van
Nelle Factory (Brinckmann, van der Vlugt, and
Starn, 1927-9) near Rotterdam utilized a free
form plan with the introduction of a maximum
amount of light through a vast curtain wall of
glass. The support grid and horizontal spandrel
panels were of steel.

The "International Style" in the United States
The period following World War I experienced
11-28

the considerable use of aluminum and its alloys in
cast, sheet, and extruded form for a wide variety
of architectural purposes. Aluminum, popular
because of its color but not yet considered
economical, was used for window sash, trim, and
signs.17 Simultaneous with the first commercial
use of anodizing of aluminum in the 1920s was
the use of dyes that could color the anodized
coatings. 18
The U.S. manufacture of glass at the beginning of
the twentieth century was becoming mechanized,
making larger panes of glass possible. The
Fourcault process developed in Belgium in 1905
was the basis for the first machine-drawn plate
glass production in 1914. 19 In 1917, Colburn in
the U.S. invented another drawing method, which
became known as the Libbey-Owens process.
The advantages of both older processes were
combined in a very rapid new glass making
technology known as the Pittsburgh process. 20
The European Modern Movement, which was
known in the United States as the "International
Style," was formally introduced to American
architects in 1932 and created an immediate
sensation. 21 Due to the economic constraints of
the Great Depression, speed was necessary in
design and erection. The International Style was
characterized by the elimination of costly and
time consuming decorative features on the
facade, and was realized on such buildings as the
New York Daily News (Hood and Howells,
1930), the McGraw-Hill (Hood and Fouilhoux,
1932) (Figure 6), and the Philadelphia Savings
Fund Society buildings (Howe and Lescaze,
1931). Curtain wall construction, though designed and erected quicker, continued to utilize
the masonry panel and metal frame techniques
that had been developed by the turn-of-thecentury,22 and prefabrication was not yet extensively used. 23
One of the architects of the Empire State building
(New York City, 1931) wrote of the masonry
curtain wall:
Tradition has clung to the heritage of thick
masonry walls. We inherited masonry walls
and seem unable to outgrow our inheritance.
The idea that masonry is the only fonn of
permanent construction was so deeply
rooted that practically all building codes
made masonry walls mandatory....The
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Fig llre 5. The Ba"h""s School, desiglled by
Cropills ill 1925, IIlil ized a glass alld sleel
ClIrlaill wall Ihal was ell/lllaled by Ell ropeall
Modemisls. Glle reason Ihal Ihe Ballhalls was
localed ill Dessall was Ihe lIearby jllllkers
airplalle faclMY where advallces ill Ihe lise of
alu111i1wlI1 in aircraft were beillg pioneered.

covering o flhe observation
lowcr... accompli shed by 3 combinat ion of
aiuminulll, chromc· stccl and g lass, Lwas]
designed and fab ricated into fonns entirely
free from masonry influences. The
extension of similur treatment to embrace all
or tile inclosing wa ll s of a l.tl1 bui lding is quite

conce ivable and. ifbackcd with insulating
materials to reduce heat loss and properl y

fini shed on the interior, wi ll res ult in alight
wall. readily Illade weathe r tight. easy to

fabricate and ereci and requiring practicall y
no main lena n ce.!~

The Acceptance of the G lass Curtain Wall in
America
New techno logies resulting from World War II
had a great influe nce on the acceptance of the
glass and metal c urtain wall and Ihe realization of
a mac hi ne-made building envelope. Lightweight,
workable, and resistant to corrosion, aiuminllll1
would become the metal of c hoice fo r c urtain
wall s and wo uld rise above the use of othe r

Figllre 6. The McCraw-Hili bllildillg was olle of
Ihe early exa ll/ples of Ihe II/ Ierl/aliol/al Slyle ill
Ih e Ulliled Siales, al illollgh il IIlilized Al'l Deco
delailillg. The ca reer of Ihe desigl/ er, Raymond
Hood, begall wilh Ihe Chicago Tribl/I/e Tower
(1925) , il/ elllded Ih e New York Daily News
(1930) and McCraw-Hill (1932) bllildillgs, alld
wded willi Rockefeller Ce ll IeI'.
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durable metals. Advances during World War II
brought about new processes and techniques for
fabricating and working aluminum, and placed
unprecedented quantities of the material at an
economical price at the disposal of designers. 25
The importance of aluminum to wartime industries resulted in useful theoretical data, greater
than that available for more traditional building
materials. 26 Extruded metal components were
suitable for standardization and could be prefabricated for delivery to the site. This was important
because labor costs had now become a significant
part of construction costs. The glass and metal
curtain wall further decreased building weight,27
and installation was less limited by cold temperatures that prohibited erection of "wet" walls of
brick and mortar. Out of this economic environment, the curtain wall had finally become almost
entirely machine-made. 28
In 1959 Pilkington Glass introduced their revolutionary float method for the manufacture of plate
glass. Glass made by this process, called float
glass, combines the high surface finish of sheet
glass with the flatness and lack of distortion of
plate glass. Other existing processes soon became
obsolete. 29 In the 1950s, heat absorbent or tinted
glass was introduced into the building market.
Though green was initially the only color possible
in transparent optical glass, by the 1960s other
colors were also becoming available. 30
The new curtain walls experienced greater
movement, and that movement was restricted to
fewer joints that were spread further apart.
Traditional oil and resin based caulking compounds were the only joint sealants available
before the war, and they did not provide the
flexibility required. War technology31 spawned a
new family of elastomeric sealants such as
poly sulfides, solvent acrylics, urethanes, and
silicones that would fulfill this role. Polysulfides
were the first elastomerics to be used for curtain
wall construction in the early 1950s. Their use to
seal the curtain wall of the Lever House in 1954
signaled their widespread acceptance. Silicone
sealants were introduced in the 1960s, and
urethane sealants were introduced in the I970s. 32
Technical guidance in the use of glass and metal
curtain walls for 1950s designers was limited. 33
The ideal curtain wall was described as being
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between two and five inches thick, self-insulating,
able to withstand high winds, weatherproof on the
outer surface, vapor-proof on the inner surface,
ventilated and drained for control of internal
moisture, designed for expansion and contraction
of the building, easily removable for repair, sound
deadening, adaptable to all types of building
frames, installed from the inside without scaffolding, easy to fabricate, ship, and handle, attractive,
maintenance free, and moderate in cost. Furthermore, this system was intended to last 40 to 100
years. 34
The approach to curtain wall design that evolved
was to make the joints as weather tight as
possible, then provide positive means for conducting any water leakage out of the wall through
an internal drainage system. At first, caulking
compounds which have become indispensable for
contemporary curtain walls, were frowned upon
for the sealing of joints. They held little promise
because they "fail due to expansion/contraction
and will require constant maintenance." It was
envisioned that rubber gasket systems would
fulfill this role. 35
Large-scale commercial adaptation of building air
conditioning also profoundly influenced the
development of glass and metal curtain wall,
which now made up the entire envelope, not just
a portion. This adaption initially led to curtain
walls that were not provided with operable
windows for natural ventilation. Architects of the
1950s had little concern for energy conservation.
It was left to mechanical engineers to insure
occupant comfort. 36
One of the first post-war buildings to be constructed with a glass curtain wall was the Equitable Building (Pietro Belluschi, 1948) in Portland, Oregon. Belluschi was able to take advantage of leftover aluminum stockpiled for World
War II by smelters and to utilize assembly
techniques derived from West Coast airplane
plants. 37 The Equitable Building was constructed
with cladding panels made from rolled sheets of
aluminum, and glazing frames of extruded shapes.
Insulated glass units were also used for the
glazing of the Equitable Building, one of the first
commercial uses of this product. 38
The 860-880 Lake Shore Drive buildings in
Chicago (Mies van der Rohe, 1949-51) were
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among the first residential buildings in the Un ited
States to be sheathed entirely in glass, and were
the realization ofM ies' earlier proposal for a glass
skyscraper. The steel , alum inum, and glass skin
was assembled on the buildings' rooFs in two
story high units, and then lowered into place on
the facade (Figure 7).39 Glass-walled buildings
following this distinctive aesthetic began to appear
in many American downtowns.
The United Nations Secretariat Building (HalTison
and Abramovitz, 1950) was conceived as a pure
sculptural form - a narrow tower slab set so that
its lo ng wall s of glass faced east and west, and its
shorter walls of white marble faced north and
south . The glass walls were composed of an
aluminum mullion and rai l grid that captured
green-tinted glass (Figure 8). Tinted glass,
avai lable before the war, wo uld now come illlo
widespread use in commercial architecture.'o In
detai l the curtain wall was an assembly of alu minum windows held in place with a grid of reinforced mullions. The curtain wall industry of the

earl y 1950s was domi nated by manuFacturers and
contractors who had experience with aluminum
windows" The lower portion of the curtain wall
at each level was backed up by a concrete block
wall to provide fire protection." T he Secretariat
Building was a thermal nightmare with its all glass
facades subjected to the harsh ri sing and setting
sun. Des igners learned to consider the orientation
of bui ldings relative to the path of the sun and the
size of windows to control heat gain '3
At the Lever House (Sk idmore, Owings &
Merrill, 1952), the curtain wa ll has an interior
frame of mild steel clad with stainless steel. Its
simple appearance " belies its complex internal
construction which was cobbled together From off
the shelf parts."" Simi lar curtai n wall effects
were soon made easier by catalogue components.
Initially, increases in the expanses of glass and the
use of lighterc\addings generally called for
additional measures to limit the risk of spread of
fire between story levels or between buildings.

Figllre 8. The Ullited Naliolls Secre la riat
bllildillg (1950) was realized as slalldard
willdows held illio place by a lIIetal grid.
It was al1 early lise of lillied glass. Its all
glass facades thai faced Ihe risillg alld
settillg SH ll were a lessoll to fl/t llre
desigl1ers abollt oriel1la liol1 of bllildillgs
of Ihis magl1illlde 10 Ih e 51111.
Figllre 7. Mies' 860-880 Lake Shore Drive
bllildillg colllplex was il1J1l1elllial il1lhe
deve/opmell t of the post-war glass box
aesthelic. This illlls/ralioll shows Ihe
illstallalioll of Ihe ClI rlaill wall 011 10 Ihe
bllildillg frallle .
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The Lever House curtain wall, like that of the
Secretariat Building, was backed at each floor by
a knee wall of concrete block to provide the fire
protection that code officials felt was not provided by the curtain wall itself. These walls show
through as dark bands. 45
Other durable metals were also utilized in the
1950s. New York's House of Seagram (Mies
Van der Rohe, 1957-8) was constructed with a
curtain wall of bronze tinted glass and metal grid
of bronze (Figure 9). Frank Lloyd Wright's Price
Tower (Bartlesville, Oklahoma, 1955) is a mixeduse highrise with a curtain wall of copper (Figure
10) and precast concrete units.46
An alternative response to the all-glass curtain
wall, the Alcoa Building (Harrison, 1952) in
Pittsburgh, used story-high panels of aluminum
penetrated by relatively small windows. The
windows were set in aluminum frames and sealed
with rubber gaskets. Aluminum panels were
formed with a pressed pattern to add rigidity,
create relief, and produce scale. 47 This type of
sheathing became quite popular during the mid1960s. In the Alcoa Building perlite insulation
was sprayed on aluminum lath to provide fireproofing, instead of using concrete block behind
the curtain wall.
Fabrication, erection, and performance characteristics of the new curtain walls were starting to
become codified by the early 1960s with the
introduction of standards by the American
Architectural Manufacturers Association
(AAMA).48 Many AAMA voluntary standards
were also adopted and adapted by the American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM).49
While the machine-made potential of the glass
and metal curtain wall was being exploited,
purveyors of more traditional cladding systems
could not initially compete with their economy.
In the face of competition, the adaptation of
precast concrete, masonry, and thin stone veneers
to the new curtain wall vocabulary -lightness,
prefabrication, and standardization - began to
develop in the 1960s. The first extensive use of
precast concrete for cladding was at LeHavre
after the War, where panels were cast on site with
standardized molds to be used on an extensive
network of buildings. In the U.S., the Hilton
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Hotel in Denver (I.M. Pei, 1959) marked the
introduction of precast concrete cladding as a
curtain wall, with such buildings as the PanAmerican Building in Manhattan (Gropius and the
Architects Collaborative, 1962) and the San
Francisco's International Building (Anshen and
Allen, 1959) to follow. 50 The development of
masonry as a prefabricated cladding for curtain
walls is traceable to Switzerland, France, and
Denmark in the 1950s, and the United States in
the early 1960s.51 Exceedingly thin veneers of
stone such as marble and granite appeared on
high rise buildings in the 1960s and became thin
enough to be erected within the metal grid
employed by the metal curtain wall. 52
New technologies in the past 30 years have
created the economy of using not only less
material, but also new materials to achieve
thermal and cost-effective construction. Thermal
efficiency became important in building construction after the energy crisis of the 1970s. By the
1960s reflecti ve coatings of thin metal applied to
glass became available to the construction
industry. Originally fabricated in silver, the color
palette would eventually include gold, bronze,
copper, pewter, grey, and blue. 53 A circa 1980s
application is the coating of glass with clear low
emissivity (low-e) films which are used to
improve the energy efficiency and performance
of buildings. 54 The "rain screen principle" to
prevent water penetration through building
envelopes was first published by the Norwegians
in 1962 and a year later in Canada. It was not
until the 1970s that this principle was first applied
to curtain walls. 55 The rain screen principle
applied to curtain walls may one day help realize
the abolition of sealants on the exterior of building
skins. Structural silicone glazing, which has been
responsible for the large expanses of mullionless
glass, began to appear on building curtain walls
toward the end of the 1960s.56 Thin stone veneer
applied to precast concrete panels and ceramics
cast into glass fiber-reinforced concrete are just
two examples of composite panels that take
advantage of the permanence and appearance of
the exterior material and the strength of the
backup material. The polyvinylchloride (PVC)
window industry is also being utilized in curtain
wall construction in Europe on a limited scale and
may find a niche in the U.S. market.
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the principle lirst employed in the Home
Insurance Building of Chicago will remain. ~1

Conclusions
It is 100 early to pinpoint those curtain wa ll

buildings orthe past 30 years that wi ll hold
signi ficance to future preservationists,and on ly
time will give us the proper perspective. A
distinction of our era, however, is the relaxation
of the guidelines estab lished by the Modernists.
Though the International Style is no longer the
strict dogma of designers, the appearance and
detai ls of the curtain wall will remain forever
influenced by the machine-made aesthetic with
which the earl y Modernists were capti vated.
A look at the technology oftoday's curtain wall
makes the words of D. H. Burn ham, written
more than 90 years ago, prophetic:
The design of a metal frame for a great

This principle of carrying the entire
structure on a carefu ll y balanced and
braced mctal frame. protected rrom fire. is

precisely what Mr. Wi lli am L. B. Jenney
worked out.
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MR. WILSON, currently Director of Collections and Preservation at the Henry Ford
Museum, Dearborn, and formerly Chief
Curator of Old Sturbridge Village and The
Corning Museum of Glass, has published
many articles on Early American glass.

EARLY TECHNIQUES

The history of window glassmaking is not
quite so long as the general history of glassmaking, but it does date back to the days of
the Roman Empire and American window
glassmaking has its roots there. To England,
source of our first glass, the techniques of
manufacture had come from France and the
Rhineland by the fourteenth century.l
The two principal ways of making our first
window glass were the cylinder glass method
and the crown glass method. While the former
offered the advantage of providing larger
sheets, and for that reason its product was also
referred to as broad glass or sheet glass. it was
inferior in quality to well-made crown glass
because of imperfections inherent in the process.
The cylinder glass method consisted basical150
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ly of blowing and forming a cylindrical tube.
cracking it off the blowpipe. scoring and removing the ends after it was cool. and then
slitting the cylinder lengthwise. The cylinder
was then placed in a flattening oven. reheated
and flattened with the aid of a wooden block.
I n the eighteenth century. as illustrated by
Diderot. the French encyclopedist. the cylinders formed. often called "rolls" or "muffs."
were small. perhaps 8 or 10 inches in diameter
by about 24 or 30 inches long. The process
also differed somewhat from what developed
later (Fig. 9.1). in that the lower end was cut
and part of the length of the cylinder slit while
the glass was hot. The cylinder was transferred to a special holder and the other end
reheated and cut off. then the remainder of
the length of the cylinder was slit by cutting
while hot.
In the nineteenth century cylinders were
blown and formed by swinging to much larger
sizes - up to 16 or 18 inches in diameter and 7
feet in length. To accomplish this swinging.
which extended the cylinder by means of centrifugal force, the furnace was constructed so
that the glassblower stood on platforms elevated 7 or 8 feet above the floor opposite the
mouth of the furnace, or worked on the floor
of the glasshouse beside "swing pits" 7 or 8
feet deep dug into the floor. The flattening

Window Glass in America

Fi ~. 9. 1 Makin~ cy lind er or broad g-lass. Wood c ng- ra \' in g frol11 "Scenes in a Glass
Fou ndry," b)' Theo R. Davi es. I-ltlljnlH jlln#y. Ja nuary. 1884. (TIll' Coming MII.H' /IIII (!f
(;/as,I.)

ovens into which the slit cy linders were placed
we re of seve ral different d es igns, sometimes
a rranged in a circular patte rn , sometimes in a
lo ngitudinal one. As the cy lind ers were prepared for reheating and Ratten ing, they were
placed on the tables, one after another, and
pushed into the Rattenin g and annealing
ove ns. I n either form . the tables bea ring the
cy linders were of stone covered with a smooth
coa ting of plaster of Paris. Des pite eR'orts to
ach ieve a perfectl y smooth surface by thi s
means, undulations a nd other im perfections
persisted.'
T he second mea ns of making window glass
was the crown glass me thod: a good quali ty
prod uct co uld be obtained but in limited sizes .
Basically, crown glass was made by blowing a
large bubble, attaching a pontil rod opposite
the blowpipe, then crack ing off the blowpipe,
which left a hole in the bubble. T his hole was
en lar ged by a paddle and by successive ly re-

heating and twirling the piece until centrifugal force caused it to open onto a Rat disc or
crown (Fig. 9.2 ),3
I n England in the eighteenth and nin eteenth centuries, the glasshouse took the form
of a large cone (Fig. 9.3) with the furnace set
insid e. T he structure of the furnace was
sli ghtly different for producing crown glass
than it was for th e manufacture of cy linder
glass-or bottle or Rint glass - a nd a special
furn ace for reheati ng the partially formed
crowns of glass (ca ll ed a Rashing furnace) was
a distingu ishing feature of a crown glass manufactory (Fig. 9.4) ." A part of it was a stepped
wa ll which se rved as a rest fo r the blowpipe
and ponti l rod whi le the glass was twirled or
"fl ashed" to expa nd it into a d isc, or crown,
with th e aid of th e heat from the furnace and
centrifu ga l fo rce (F ig. 9.5).
The layout and cu tting of these crowns, or
tables, was a very care full y co nsidered pro-
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half of a crow n was set in a gable en d o f a
ho use or bui lding as a wind ow.'
SOURCES AND USES

Window glass . [irst brollght across the Atlant ic in the 1620s. continu ed to be imported
in ever larger quantities th rougho ut the seventee nth. e ightee nth a nd nin e tee nth ce ntu ries. BlIt as time we nt o n . more a nd mo re of
this demand was sati sfi ed by dom estic glasshouses.
The Ii rst a ttem pts to ma ke glass he re were
at J amestown. Vi rgini a. in 1608 and 162 1:
both fa il ed . We do know that from the first
attempt . a "trya l of glasse" was sent back by
Ca ptain J o hn Smith to Engla nd . Arc haeo logical excava ti ons by the Na tio nal Pa rk Se rvice

Fi g.9.2

Classblower with a co mpleted crown or table

of glass attached to th e po mil rod . The

<':1"0\\'11

would

the n be crac ked ofr and placed in a n a nn eal in !-:, fu rna ce
and slo \d y cooled 1O remove the strain. Vloodnll from
Rev . George Richardson Poner. "Trea tise on the.
ManufaclUre of Porcelain and Class," 16. quoted in
Dion ys us I.ardner's CaiJilU'l Cyrlo/m/ia , I.ondoll. I H:\~.
(Till' LOri/inK /\1 11.11'11111 11/ C/a.ll.)

cess (Fig. 9.6). It is described and illustrated in
detail by Wi lli am Cooper in hi s CrowlI Gloss
Cllller and Clo zin's Manual, published by O liver and Boyd in Ed inburgh in 1835. The bul),seye, or the cente r of the crow n rema ining after it had been cut up, is usua ll y thrown back
into the batch for cu ll et at the glass factory.
However, in many insta nces. particu la rl y in
this co untry. carpenters or bui Iders wo uld ofte n orde r the com plete tables of glass and then
cut th em to req uired size on the job. The
bull 's-eyes rem aini ng were sometim es used in
transoms or other areas where li ght was needed but where clear visibility mad e no difference. In some instances a compl ete crow n or

Fig. 9.3 Typ ica l English glasshouse co ne of the eighteenth and ea rl y nin eteenth cc mu ries . Anorher charac·
rer isr ic fo rm of thi s type of g lass ho ll se was th e boule·
shaped cone. Fro m William Cooper. The Crown Gfw.1
Culter (11111 (;lm..ier\ J\lolllwl. Ed in burgh. 1835. (Hem)' Ford
JHll seulI/ .)

Willdow Glass ill America

Fi g. 9.4 Inlcrior of an English Crow ll -(: lass House. The meltin g furnace is in th e ce nter.
fla shing furnaces around the periph ery o n the le ft and anne alin g oven s o n th e right and
centcr beyond the m e ltin ~ furn<tce. From Cooper. (I-hillY Ford M II ,li'IIlII .)
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Fig.9.5
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(;Ja ssblower arlhe na shin g furnace re heating a

large ponion of glass during one of the stages of producin g a crown. Woodcut illu stration from Cooper.

have turned up sma ll quantities of gree n g lass ,
the largest pieces about one inch sq uare. A lot
of this may have been from bOllles; some of it
llIay have been window glass. However. th e
J amestow n glass was not intended primari ly
for use of the colonists, but rather for commercial exportation to England.
J. Pau l Hud son . veteran Na tional Park curator at J amestow n , writes from the scant documents of ea rly Virginia and th e ove rwh e lmin g
co llection of artifacts excavated durin g fo ur
decades of archaeologica l investigations. He
states that the earli est houses we re bui lt without glazed wind ows. Wall openin gs for windows in the ve ry ear ly structures are believed
to have been closed by simp le ballen shullers ,
often operated on hin ges of wood and filled
with wooden fastening devices. A lilli e later ,
some o f the less humble houses were glazed
with sma ll diamond-shaped panes known as
quarries or quarrels . They were held in place
by means of slotted lead stri ps know n tod ay as
ca rnes· Sq uare or recta ngular glass panes 153
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the later rectangula r panes cut from the
crow ns o f g lass, were system atized as indicated
in Figure 9.S. This is ex plained in Richard
Neve. The City alld COll/ltl)' Pllrchaser alld Hll ilders' Dictiollal)'. the second edition of which was
publi shed in London in 17 26. It is an alphabetized book for build ers. U nder Glass and Glazier's I\'ork is a great deal about curre nt practices. Neve describes the sizes and methods of
cuttin g g lass and th e co nstruction of sash.
Among o the r thin gs. the use of the square
qu arrel. ten of which make up a squa re foot.
and Ihe long quarrel. in which th ere is a
lesse r angle at the top and bottom points. are
discussed. It was the lo ng quarre l wh ich was
primarily used in th e American co lon ies
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Fig.9.6 Layo uts for clIuing up 48 and 49 im:h tahles
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somewhat thicker than the diamond shaped
ones - were probably first used in the Virginia
colo ny toward the end of the seventeenth century. Wrought iron case ment fram es (Fig. 9.7),
once containing diamond-shaped quarre ls,
have been excavated at Jamestown. These
frames vary in size from 2 feet , 1112 inches to 2
feet, 4112 inches high, by 1 foot, 5 3/4 inches
wide.'
The sizes and shapes of such quarrels. like

Fi g. 9. 7 Iron window case ment with fragments of
turned lead. or carnes as they arc called loday. and d iamond- shaped window panes. Height 2 feet. 1/2 inc h.
Excavated at Jamestown, Virg inia. From Isa bel Dav ies.
"Windo w Glass in Eighteenth-Century William sburg."
FiliI' A rlifacl SllldieJ. Vol I . Williamsburg. V irginia ( 1973)
p. 8 1.
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Williamsburg." p. 79.

pak't up, I know of no other commod ity better
for portage or say le." '.
Fragments, and occasionally whole units , of
casement sash have been found in New England. Examples have been described and illustrated by architectural historians , notably J.
Frederick Kelly in The Domestic Architectll)'e oj
Connectiwt (New Haven, 1924) pp. 87 - 90.
The Hudson River co mmunity very early
prod uced some elaborate figured glasswork ,
including stained glass in the Dutch manner.
In 1638 Evert Duyckink came over to New
Amsterdam, establishing a fam ily lin e of
painters, glassmakers and master glaziers.
The late R. C. W. Va il in an essay, "S toried
Windows Richl y Dight," illustrates a number
of elaborate and competent hera ldic a nd
"proverb" wind ows installed in the churches
of Manhattan and Albany . These were
unique in the New World" Some elaborate
lead ca mework recently excavated from the
Schuyler Flam site near Albany corresponds
rou ghl y to that delin ea ted in the paintings of
Johann es Vermeer (1632- 1675)12
English Pennsy lvania was founded too late
for us to ex pect any complete examples of the
early type. But architect John D. Milner, while

throughout the seve nteenth century, although
toward the end some squa re ones were also
used. A number, mostly of the long type , have
been excavated in Jamestown and Williamsburg. The remains of at least two casement
windows, excavated from beneath the present
Nassau Street in Williamsburg, were from
houses built in the late seventeenth or very
early e ighteenth century, prior to the establishment of the present street plan for the
city ·
In New England , glass had come into use at
an early date, We know that in 1629 Higginson, writing back to his friends in England as
to what they should bring with them, advised:
"Be sure to furnish yourse lves with glass for
windows,"" and in 1634 Wi lliam Wood wrote
in his New England Prospect, urging immigrants : "glasse ought not to be forgotten of
any that desire to benefit themselves, or the
Countrey: if it be well leaded, and carefully

Fi g.9,9 Thomas Masse)' Hou se, Delawa re County. Pa.
Fragments o f wi ndow glass and lead carnes excavated at
site . The panes were 4 by 6 in ches and of a th in , greenish
glass. (ELserl1llanll photograph, cOllrtesy joll1l D. Miln er AlA.)

.. ." IN.

tiN .

A. N!VE" 'SQUARE QUARREL"
TEN TOA SQUARE FOOT

C. HEV!: ', "LONt; QUARREL"

8 . PAN E FROM PRENTIS SI TE
( S728.ER 1486L-18C )

TWELVE TO It. SQUARE FOOT

NO PANES OF THIS SHAPE HAVE BEEN FOUND IN
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Fig. 9.8 Form s and sizes of diamond-shaped panes as
dimen sio ned by Richard Neve, 17 26. lllu slnllio n from

Isabel Davies. "Window Class in Eigh(centh-Cc lHury
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Fig . 9. 10 Massey House flxed win dow resro red. T he
o ri ginal head and ja mb frame mem bers we re prese nt
until reslOra ti on began (on ly the form er cou ld be used)
and clear ly reveal ed the co nfor mation of th e camc wor k.
The half panes were pres umabl y cut o n th e .job.
(Eisel/ilia 1111 plwtog m/)h. col/rte.l), JollI/ D. M i/llf'I" if III ,J

recentl y restorin g the littl e brick Thomas Massey Ho use (buil t ca. IG96) in Delaware Co unty,13 fo und in the so il fragments o f both small ,
thin rectang ula r glass pa nes and o f lead carnes
(Fig. 9.9). T hese prov ided mod els fo r new
windows, which we re fi tted into some o f th e
origina l fram es (Fig . 9 .1 0).

At the turn of th e ce ntury. es pec ia ll y with
the comin g o f th e Geo rgia n style. the re was a
general change from th e medieval type of
wind ow to those with ve rti ca ll y slidin g sash,
Ma ny o f th ese sash were fi xed - that is. on ly
one of the pa ir co uld be pushed up and d ow n .
It was sec ured by a stick or so me oth er simpl e
mea ns.
Pro fesso r Cha rles F. Mo ntgom er y ran
across some interestin g me ntions in the man uscript letterbooks of T homas Bannister. a
me rchant o f Ne wpo rt . Rh od e Island. In a letter d ated April 29. I i 05. wrinen durin g a visit
to Bos to n . he noted th at "Sas h windo ws a re
th e newest Fas hion ." T e n yea rs later in a gesture to th e new tec hnol ogy . Banniste r "ope n'd
his sas hes to whom th e C ov r. made a dee p
bow" as he rod e down th e street. I'
Later in th e eightee nth ce ntury. as window
glass beca me mu ch mo re co mmon . it also beca me so mew hat less cos tl y and there was a
grow in g de mand for la rge r pa nes . In I 73 i
me rchant T hom as Ha ncoc k o f Boston sent for
"380 squares of bes t London crown glass. all
Cutt Exactl y 18 Inches long and II Inches
wid e of a Suita bl e Thi ckn ess to the La rgeness
of the Glass. free from Bliste rs and by all
mea ns be ca re ful it d o n't wind o r wa rp ." He
a lso ord ered " 100 Squ a res Ditto. 12 inches
Long, 8-1 / 2 wide . o f th e Same Goodness as
above ,"I ' As the avail able supp li es of window
glass increased . th e fe nestration of num e rou s
ea rlie r ho uses was rev ised. In 1737. th e roo f
o f the fi rst pa ri sh meetin g hou se in Lynn. fa r
exa mple , was alte red and the wind ows
cha nged from lead ed to wooden sashes. I.
So me fifty Boston ne wspa per advertisements offering window glass we re collected by
George Fra ncis Dow for Th e A rts and Crajis ;'11
N ew Eng/and n London. Bristol a nd Newcastle
seem to h ave supp li ed most of it. shipped over
in boxes and cases. Sheet and crown glass are
mentioned, the sha pes both di amond and r ectang ul ar. T he earlier glass was often associated with "w indow lead " in the notices. The later glass ranged from 4 by 6 inches up to ( in
177 2) la rge ones, 19 by 24 inches in si ze,
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Fig. 9.11 Window forms in America. seventeenth
through nineteenth centuries. From drawings by K. M.
Wilson in Abbott Lowell Cummings. New England ArchiIrclurr. Old Sturbridge Village booklet.

though the latter were perhaps intended for
framing pictures. It is noteworthy that "Diamond Quarreys by the Cribb" were still being
sold up until the Revolution, presumably for
the repair of old windows. Ready made glazed
sash "suitable for hot beds" were also coming
in at that time.
Rita Susswein Gottesman did the same service for us in searching the early newspapers
of New York City. Richard Wistar of Philadelphia on August 17, 1769, advertised four
hundred boxes of his window glass in New
York consisting of "the common sizes":
6" x 8", 7" x 9", 8" x 10", 9" x 11", and
10" X 12".18 By that time these sizes were more
or less standard everywhere in the colonies.
But they were increasing. Thirty years later
Matthew Hawkins, who also sold ready-glazed
sash, had in stock panes 8" X 10",9" X II",
10" X 12" and 10" X 14".19

DOMESTIC SOURCES

Some twenty attempts were made to establish glasshouses here in the eighteenth century, mostly to prod uce window glass and/or
bottles. 20 Only four or five of them were even
moderately successful. Of them, three are well
remembered today. The first was Caspar Wistar, who established a small glasshouse at Alloway in South Jersey in 1739. To do so he imported workmen from Rotterdam and agreed
to share profits with them. The factory was
carried on by his son until 1780. The Wistars
sold not only window glass they produced,
but also that imported from England. 21 William Henry Stiegel made some window glass
from 1765-1774 in his Elizabeth Furnace and
at his two Manheim factories near Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, as did the factory established in
Kensington, Philadelphia, in 1772.22 The
third of the best-known glassmakers of the
eighteenth century was John Frederick Amelung, a practical glassmaker. He landed in Baltimore in August of 1784 with sixty-eight
workmen and equipment to build three "glassovens" (probably three different sets of glass
furnaces). The remains of his factory in New
Bremen, about 9 miles south of Frederick,
Maryland. were excavated in 1962-63 by The
Corning Museum of Glass and the Smithsonian Institution under the archaeological director, Ivor Noel Hume, of Colonial Williamsburg. Within the foundations of Amelung's
extensive factory were found a total of fourteen furnaces, including a melting furnace
where bottles and window glass were produced, fritting ovens for pre-preparation of
the batch material, annealing ovens and
rooms for pot making and other activities associated with glassmaking. Amelung advertised in the Maryland Journal and Baltimore
Advertiser of February 11, 1785, ". . . that said
Glass Manufactory will consist in making all
kinds of Glass-Ware, viz., window glass from
the lowest to the finest sorts, white & green
Bottles, Wine & other Drinking Glasses,. . ."23
Another establishment - not so successful as
the builders of the new State House in Hartford would have liked - was the Albany Glass
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Works. Unfortunately. the committee found
that when its glass was delivered. there were
two problems: l) approximately one third of
the glass was broken and 2) the glass was so
dark that a wag indicated that if a nocturnal
meeting place were needed, they had with the
use of this glass, one on a 24-hour basis. Some
of the original panes still to be seen in this
building attest to that problem and also to
excessive irregularities such as striations and
"cords."24
One of the most successful window glass
factories was the Boston Crown Glass Manufactory. The company was organized in 1787
but did not begin producing glass until 1792.
when a complement of workmen was recruited in Germany. The original furnace was torn
down and one of a different construction
erected. This company developed a very fine
reputation for their crown glass. which appeared in a number of buildings. They advertised, for example, in 1799, "The Boston
Crown Glass Manufactory offers the best window glass at their manufactory on Essex
Street. You may look at the new State House
and the new Branch Bank in Boston, both of
which are glazed with the glass from this particular factory."25 There are numerous other
instances of the use of their glass in public
buildings. According to a glassblower. John
Tates, who worked there in his earlier years:
"the company made good and brilliant glass of
a light, bluish white color that was quite thick
and strong. The pots contained enough glass
to make 80 or 90 crowns or tables. each 48" to
50" in diameter. The worker took 25
pounds of metal on the blow pipe. which
weighed 18 to 20 pounds. "26 This statement is
corroborated by that of Richard Bentley, who
began to work at the Company's Essex Street
factory in 1815 and continued there until
1824. He said in an interview some years later:

r

At Essex Street blowers made pots and
bricks for furnaces of six pots each; each pot
made about 75 sheets to the pot, 48" in diameter. It took six months to make glass for
the Capitol at Washington after it was
burned. They made two melts. Monday and
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Thursday. The government could have got
English plate at half the price but would
not. The company never made any money
on the lot. as it was double thick and was
badly broken in blowing . . . thirty-two
pounds would be taken on the pi pes to
make a sheet 54" in diameter. 27
Des pite these and other attem pts to prod uce
window glass here. imported products fulfilled most of the growing demand in the eighteenth century. as already noted. There is evidence that the im portations of window glass
came from many sources after the Revolution;
many advertisements attest to this. In the New
Hampshire Gazette of June 1. 1782. J. M. Sparhawk advertised among other things. "German steel. nails and glass." William Allen on
April 10, 1777, in Boston advertised glass for
windows imported from France. 28
Thomas Jefferson wrote the merchant
Joseph Donath in Philadelphia on October 9.
1807. ordering 250 panes 12 by 18 inches and
150 panes 12 inches square, of Hamburg or
Bohemian glass "of the middle thickness."
Earlier, on September 16. 1795. he had written to Donath from Monticello ordering "350
panes of Bohemian glass 18 inches square"
and "25 panes do 18 by 24 inches to be of 11/2
thickness."29 Later. after the War of 1812.
there are also references to glass having been
imported from Sweden and even from Russia. 30
SOME FANCY TYPES

In addition to the decorative use of glass in
fanlights and sidelights in the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries, other types of
windows came into use in decorative ways during the 1830s. An advertisement of the Pittsburgh Flint Glass Manufactory of Bakewell &
Company. about 1840. offers for sale. in addition to numerous other types, window glass
and "cut and pressed Panes for steamboats."31
One of these, marked Bakewell. is shown in
Figure 9.12. In addition to apparently having
been customarily used on steamboats. probably in partitions. these panes are known to
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Fig. 9. 12 Lacy pressed glass window pane marked
"Bakewell." Made at Bakewell. Page & Bakewell's Piusburgh Flint Glass ManufaclOry. Pinsburgh. Penns)'I,,;!nia, about 1835- 1850. Height 63J4 by 4 3/ 4 inches wide.
(PJlOto1!raj,h . (ol/('(Iion of Ihe I-Iem), Ford MII ,\f'II111.)

Fig. 9. 13 Lacy pressed g lass window pane made at the
Boston & Sandwich Glass Work s. probably between
aboul 1835 and 1865. Heighl 13 1/ 3 by 9 1/ , inches wide.
(Photograph, Collerljoll of Hem)' Ford Museum.)

have been used in secretary desks . A competitor in Wheeling. West Virginia, the J. C. Ritchie Company. also produced similar pressed
glass panes; one. at least, bears a steamboat as
part of its design. probably indicatin g its association with suc h boats. Decorative pressed
glass panes were produced by other companies as well and sometim es used for other
purposes, such as lanterns. The Boston and
Sandw ich Glass Works also produced these
pressed glass window panes (Figure 9. 13) in
varying designs up to about the 1870s. In the
late 1800s and early 1900s, colored pressed
glass panes of an entirely different character
bearing geometric. floral and bird designs
were produced by several factories, including
one in Addison, New York."
Pressed glass cup plates , which were in high
fashion and in widespread use in America

between about 1825 and 1850 were, at least in
seve ral instances , also used in conjunction
with plain window glass to create effective and
very decorative fanlights during that era. One
such fanlight still ex ists in a house in Westford, Con necticut ; two others are in the collection of the Henry Ford Museum (Figure 9.14).
The Gothic revival sty le of arc hitecture
provided another type of decorative fenestration in the form of pointed Gothic windows
including, in some cases, leaded glass panes.
Lyndhurst on the Hudson in Westchester
County, design ed by A. J. Davis in 1838 and
enlarged by him in 1861 , well illustrates one of
the more pretentious houses in this sty le of
architecture . Its Got hic-shaped windows are
divided in some cases into lancets and, in
others, are in the form of rounde ls with trefoil
decoration. Both are part of the fenestration
159
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Fa nl ighL composed in part of thi rteen Henry Clay cup plates dating from

abo ut 1830- 1850 and atlr ibUICci to the Bosto n and Sa ndw ich (; Iass Work s. O ne of se\'era l

known deco rati ve fan lig hts us in g slich plates. I.ength : 52 in ches. height. 2 1 in ches.
( I/ f'''' )' Ford M,I .\ /' /lIII .)

characte ristic o f thi s style. In small er houses.
th e Gothic revival style is best e pitomi zed by
A . J. Downin g's books ill ust ratin g cottage architecture (Fi g. 9.1 5)33

STA I NED GLASS

Stai ned glass was a mo re common d eco rati ve type of window glass revived for use in the

1830s. It is mentioned in ad ve rti se me nts durin g that pe riod by se\'e ra l glass co mpa ni es . On
.J ul y 19, 183 1, th e Bus/ol/ Daily El/{'I/il/g ha l/sui!}/ ca rri ed an a rticle a bo ut th e Boston &
Sa ndwich Glass Wo rks and d escribed in glowin g term s a wind ow sta ined a nd painted a fter
th e ma nne r o f th e a ncie nts which had bee n
executed at that Aouri shing es tablishment.
T he reporte r noted tha t:
the co lorin g is magnifi ce nt , the des ign
chaste a nd the who le bea utiful. I n th e ce nte r is th e head of Chri st afte r Guid o and th e
co lo rin g of which is. he thin ks, equ a l to any
oil paintin g of th at master. T his is hi gh
pra ise , and if it ema nates from o ne wh o is
familiar with the wo rks o f G uido, and beli eves that he asse rts, we have made unparralle lled progress in a n a rt exceed in gly diffi cul t in acquisiti on , whi ch has been , a ltho ugh er roneo usly. believed to have been
lost. We have no do ubt, howeve r , th at the
wind ow spo ken o f merits commend ation.
We have seen so me spec im ens o f stained
glass fro m this manufacto ry which we re
trul y e legant an d co nvinced us th at the
powe r to exec ute an e laborate work was
not wantin g.

Fi g. 9. 15 Rural residence in the Gm hic Revival style.
fro m Andrew Jackso n Down in g. C ollage R f'Jidf' ll(rJ .

3rd ed .. New Yo rk and London. 184 7. fi g. 61. (R obeI'I
/-f ur/so n Tfmllali ill Memorial ReJea rch Libran', / -/ 1'111")' Ford
A1 IL~ellm .)

..
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Window Glass in America

In 1832, an article in the New Bedford Mernoted that the New England Glass Company was also making stained glass. 34 By the
mid-nineteenth century. there were a number
of firms producing decorative stained glass for
over door panels. side lights and partitions.
Numerous examples of stained glass made or
decorated by American firms were exhibited
at the New York Crystal Palace Exhibition in
1853. 35 Illustrated catalogs also show a wide
variety of cut. engraved and obscured window
glass. From about 1850 onward. many of these
cut and engraved decorations were done on
"cased" glass-a sheet of plain glass covered
by a thin layer of colored glass. usually red or
blue. The design thus appears as colorless
against the red or blue background.
In Philadelphia. St. Stephen's Episcopal
Church. designed in the Gothic style by William Strickland and built in 1822 - 23, had
some stained glass imported from England. 36
Local manufacture was perhaps not tried until the 1830s. as the accounts above indicate.
and even by the mid-nineteenth century the
art of making stained glass in the country was
still considered novel. as the following suggests. William D. Jones of Philadelphia produced a specimen described by the Public
Ledger for January 24. 1850. as:

House of Representatives and the Senate
Chamber in Washington "done in rich colors,
which give the effect of Mosaics set in silver."38
Through the years many special types of
decorative glass were evolved. In 1843, Matthew Lane at 97 State Street, Boston. sole
agent for Redford and Saranac Crown Glass,
carried double-thickness glass recommended
for skylights, steamboats and lighthouses (Fig.
9.16). He also sold bent glass for bow-windows
Uust give "the sweep of pattern on paper, by
mail or otherwise") and ground glass for artists'
studio windows. 39 And in the city directory for
Newark, New Jersey, for 1859-60 we find
Cooper & Belcher "Inventors and Manufacturers of New Engine Engraved, Flocked. and
Vitrified Enamelled Glass for Churches and
Dwellings. Bent Glass. &c."40

ClO)'

PLATE GLASS

A demand for plate glass to be used in shop
fronts developed in th~ nineteenth centuryfirst abroad, then in America-as interest in
larger display windows grew. Since there were
limits to the sizes that glass made by the cylinder method could achieve (36 by 48 inches
being about the largest in view of its thickness),
plate glass was required. A shop front in
London supported by narrow iron columns
was glazed with plate glass in 1834.41
Plate glass came into use in America in the
late 1830s. The New Bedford Daily M ercllry for
April 10, 1838, carried the following announcement. "The window glass in the New
Custom House in New York is to be all of the
first quality plate glass. There are to be 1200
panes of various sizes from 15" by 22" to
38" X 42". The smaller panes will be a quarter
inch thick and the larger ones one-half inch
thick." To its Honolulu readers, The Polynesian
reported on December 21, 1844, that "Petit's
Shawl store in Boston has plate glass windows
of but one pane each containing 48 square
feet, while H. P. Stewart's store located on
Broadway, New York between Chambers and
Reed had French plate glass seven feet wide
by eleven feet, two inches high."

a landscape. preserved with remarkable
force and brilliancy. The difficulty of doing
this may be inferred from the fact. that the
glass has to be heated so hot as to incorporate the colors with it. so that they cannot be
rubbed off by any process. This is a beautiful art, and may be em ployed in decorating
churches and other public and private
buildings in an elegant and tasteful manner.
The next year Charles P. Fox's new fivestory cast iron front Cornucopia Hotel on
Third Street had "stained glass partly dimond
shape" across its large front windows. as well
as in two small windows with "dimond
shaped glass figured" over the bar. 37 By 1859
Philadelphia had two large manufacturers of
stained glass. One of them was the J. & G. H.
Gibson Company, which produced for Thomas U. Walter the great glass ceilings of the
161
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Window Glass in America
Notable were the windows in a Mr. Taylor's
saloon-restaurant, on the corner of Broadway
and Franklin Streets, New York City. The Syraclise Standard reported on July 12, 1853, that
"the windows are most noticeable, aside from
the display of glass shelving, ornamental vessels, & etc., for the immense size of the window panes. The original, however, which was
sixteen and one-half feet high by seven feet
wide cost $3000.000, was unfortunately broken in setting." All of this plate glass was imported. The first attempt to make it here was
in 1853 or 1854 when the Lenox Glass Works
was established in the Berkshires of Massachusetts. Rough and polished plate glass were
made under several managements until the
company failed in 1872.42
Among the other plate glass specialties were
the sidewalk lights used to illuminate vaults
and rooms below. Thaddeus Wyatt, an Ameri-

can, was awarded a patent for them in 1856.
They were made by "inserting small glass discs
in perforated iron plates."43 The Philadelphia
Glass Company at the end of our period was
making "Rough Plate Glass particularly rolled
or hammered Glass for green-houses &c and
flooring Glass. "44
The prod uction of American window glass
increased steadily in the nineteenth century
but large quantities were still imported. In
general, too, it became less expensive as time
went on. Despite these advantages, the use of
window glass depended to a large extent upon
one's socioeconomic circumstances. As late as
1856, Frederick Law Olmstead in traveling
through the South spoke of the wretched
slave cabins divided into two sections, each
section having but one wooden window In
which was set a single pane of glass. 45

NOTES
I. Not too much window glass was made
in the Roman Empire. but some was
used in Pompeii. where fragments of
glass in a bronze frame have been
found. Other fragments have been
excavated from the remains of Roman villas in England and from
buildings in Wales. Those windows
were apparently small panes made by
a casting process. one of the three
methods of making window glass.
George C. Boon. "Roman Window
(;Iass from Wales." Joun/al of (;la.H
Stlldit's. vol. VIII. 1966. Corning. New
York. pp. 41-45.
For a sketch of European developments see Norman Davey. A H i.\t(1)' oj
HllildinK Materials. London. 1961. pp.
189-194. For early English documentation. L. F. Salzman. Building ill
EnKlami down to 1540, Oxford. 1967.
pp. 173- 186.
2. Later. in 1903. the cylinder glass
method was perfected by J. H. Lubbers. who developed a mechanical
means for blowing and drawing the
cylinders approximately 40 feet long
by 30 inches in diameter. This is
called the "Lubbers' method."
3. n.a., C01l1/er.mtions on the Art of Glassblowing. New York. 1836. A juvenile
book of twenty-three pages.
4. Ibid.
5. A half-crown window still exists in the
gable end of a barn in Wiscasset.
Maine.

6. Diderot's "Vitrier." plates III and IV.
and William Cooper. Glazier's Manual.
plate 18. illustrate the machines and
describe the process used for casting
and forming the H-shaped cames
which held the diamond-shaped
quarrels. and also the rectangular
panes. in place within either iron or
wooden casements.
7 . .J. Paul Hudson. "Glassmaking at
Jamestown 1608-09 and 1621-24".
Tilt' Ironworker (Lynchburg. Virginia)
Vol. XXVII. No. I (Winter 1962-63)
pp. 1-7. 22- 25. cites J. C. Harrington. Gla.wnaking at Jamestown. America·.\ Fint I"dustry, Richmond. 1952
and Charles E. Hatch,Jr .. "Glassmaking in Virginia. 1607-1625". William
and Mary' College Quarter/)" April and
July. 1941. Mr. Hudson is currently
completing for publication an essay
on Jamestown houses and buildings.
Examples of Jamestown casement
windows are illustrated in Henry
Chand lee Forman. Virgiuia A rchitecture in tilt' Sromtemth Ct1ltury. Williamsburg. 1957. plate J. and John
L. Couer. Archaeological Excavations
at jamestow", Washington. 1958.
p.170.
That window glass was prized and
considered valuable is indicated by
the fact that when pirates took over a
Thomas Cornwall's house in Tidewater. Virginia. in 1652. after living there for awhile. they stole not

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.
14.

only the locks when they left but also
all the windows. (Esther Singleton.
The FllmitllTl' (!l ollr Forefa/hers, New
York. 1901. pp. 27-29.)
Isabel Davies. "Window Glass in
Eighteenth-Century Williamsburg."
Five A rtiJact Studies, Colonial Williamsburg. Vol. I. pp. 78-99.
The Rev. Francis Higginson. Nev.).
Englmlds Plautatiou or, a Short aud Tnit'
Description of the Commodities and Discommodities of That Countrey (London.
1630). Reprinted by the Essex Book
and Print Club. Salem. Mass .. 1908.
Other accounts confirm the high value placed on window glass in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
For example. town meeting records
of Dedham. Massachusetts. in 1672
note that "Hen. Wight is deputed to
take down so much of the glasse in
the meetinghouse windows as he shall
see cause in the summertime and
carefully lay it by safely and in due
time set it up again when the hott season is past for this yeare."
The Nt'U.J-York Historical Societ), QuarterI)', Vol. XXXVI. No.2 (April. 1952)
pp. 149-159.
E. g. "Het Straatje" (Street Scene) in
the Rijksmllsellm. Amsterdam.
On Lawrence Road. Marple Township. near Broomall.
"Thomas Bannister on the New Sash
Windows. Boston. 170 I." jOllrnal of
the Society of Architech4real Historians.

KENNETH
Vol. XXIV. No.2 (May. 1965) pp.
169- 170. Bannister requested the
glass to be "ready fined" because "few
of our workmen know how to doe it."
15. Singleton. Vol. 2. p. 374.
16. Alonzo Lewis. Hi.\I0r')· o/LYIIII. Boston.
1829. p . 159.
17. New York. 1967. pp. 244-251.
18. Till' -"ro' York'/ollrna/ or(;ntl'l'a/Arit't'rli.lrr (Supplement).
19. Thl' Timl' Pim', March 26. 1798 and
again in the following year. Peter
LaCoer, a glazier and house painter
at his glass store on Cedar Street had
glass from 7" x 9" to 18" x 24". (Thl'
Frftlrll alld Amt'riml/ (;a:'I'I/I', January
27. 1796.) William Cowley on Queen
Street carried 6" x 8". 7" x 9". 8" x
10". 9" x II". )0" x 12". 10" x 14".
II" xIS". 12" x 16" and 13" X 18".
(Thl' Daily Adt,t'fliJn. AprilS. 1791.)
20 George S. and Helen Me Kearin .
Amaim" (;/a.\.\, (New York. Crown
Publishers. 1941) pp. 75- I:~ 1.
21. Milo M. Naeve. "Richard Wistar. His
Glasshouse and Countn' Store." IVi,,IrrlJlllr XI'lI'.l/r l/fr. Vol. V. No.4 . April
28. 1959 and Arlene Palmer. " Benjamin Franklin and the Wistarburg
(;Iassworks." Allliqw'.\ ,\lul{m.il/I'. January. 1974. p. 207.
22. Frederick William Hunter. Slirl{r/
Gla.I.\. (New York. Dover Publications.
1950) pp. 180. 181: (;eorge S. and
Helen ~lcKearin. .-1 I/Il'rim 1/ GlfI.lI.
(New York. Crown Publishers, 1941)
pp.81-86.
23. Rhea Mansfield Knittle, f:a1'h Aml'l'in", GI(I.u, (New York. The <:entur\,
Co .. 1927) p . 177.
24. Newton C. Brainard. Th,' Hurtjiml
Siall' Howl' of J i%. (The Connecticut
Historical Society. 1964) PI'. l:i-15:
ALS. Joseph Woodbridge to EI~jah
Hubbard, agent for the Albany Glass
Works. December 6. 1795: C,,,,,,r(lirul CO/mUll, December 7. 1795.
25. Boslo" (;aullf alld Wnki.l' RrlJllhlial1l
./o/lY1tal. February 21. 1799. For addi-
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tional testimonials and references to
the high quality of this firm's product
see Kenneth M. Wilson, N''ll' EIII{/mui
(;Ia.u a1l(/ (;/a.nmakilll{, (New York.
Thomas Y. Crowell, 1972) pp. 8284.
26. MS, (;lw.I jOllntfll. Thomas (;anield.
Vol. II. pp. 205 - 2()H. (;anield Collection. Arts and Humanities Library.
Massachusetts Institute or Technology.
27 . (;anield. Vol. I. p. 12. 1862.
28. COl/lil/l'1Ilal ./ollmfll al/d Il'I'I'k(\' Ad?,/,/,li.II'1'. Boston. April 10. 1777.
29. Edwin Benjamin Betts. Thuma.I ./I'/fI'1'.\11,,\ F(l1'1/1 Hook. Princeton. 1953. p .
:HO: A.I..S .. Thomas Jellerson. Monticello. Sep 16 '95. lO Josiah Donath.
Philadelphia. in the possession of
Mrs. Robert Hopkins.
30. (;olilmlli(lll emlilll'l, Boston. May 19.
1821.
:~ I. Knittle. (lIJ. cil .. p. :~()~I. ach'ertisement
reprinted from a Pittshurgh directory
ca. 1840.
:l2. The Addison Glass Works. Addison.
New York. operated from about
1890 - 1906. Among fragments excavated at the site of the fac:torv were
quantities of pressed mlored glass
panes about 5 inches s(ptare and
ahout 5 hv 10 inches. or which numerous co~mterparts were found still
extant in local homes.
:~ :t Andrew Jackson Downing. Th" .-Irr"iII'rlltrl' 0/ Cmllli/\' }-/OIl.II'.\ . . . (New
York: D. Appleton and Company:
Philadelphia : (;. S. Appleton. 1850):
Col/agl' Ul'lidt'llCt'.I . .. (New York and
London : Wiley & Putnam. 1842); and
A Tn'al;II' Oil ,",' Tlll'lwy fllld I'mrlirt' 0/
IJIllt!lralJ/' (;(trtil'llillg . . . lI'ilh Ul'/llltrkl
Oil Rllml Arrhill'clllrl' (New York and

London:Wilev & Putnam: Boston: C.
C. Little & Co'.: 184 \).
34. Nl'w UN/lord AJawry, September 28.
I ft~2. an article descrihing a specimen of ST A I NED (a.ASS had been
left for inspection with their agent in
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38.
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40.

41.

New Bedford. Mr. S. Babcock.
C. R. Goodrich. ed .. Sril'llCt' alld MI'rlumin: illustrated by f:XllIlI/JII'.1 in 1""
.\','11' }'ork Exhibilion. 1853-54. (New
York. (;. P. Putnam. 1854).
Theo B. White. ed.I'IIilatirlplti(1 ArchiII'rllll"l' ill till' Xilll'll'I'lIlh Crill",,,·. Philadelphia. 1953. p. 25 .
.
Philadelphia Contributionship Fire
Insurance Surve't (MS) Polin No.
8689. October 22. 1851. Co~rtes't
Mrs. Earle R. Kirkbride.
'
Edwin T. Freedle}'. l'''ilatiI'IIJ''ia allti
il.l ,\I(lI/II/orllll"l'.\ .. .ill /8fJi. (Philadelphia. Edward Young & Co .. 1867)
p. :l02.
Janet R. MacFarlane. "A History of
the Redford Crown (;lass Works at
Redford . Clinton Count\,. N. Y." .\' 1'11 '
)'"r/; lIi.'/m~·. Vol XXVI : No. :~ <July.
1~145). p. :n:t
B. T. Pierson. /)irl'r/m,,· ul till' Cil)' 0/
XI'lI'ork /"1' 1859-(,(/. New Y~rk.
1959. p. 56.
Ra'tmond MC<;rath and A. C. Frost.
(;1(;11

III .-1,.,."ill'rllll"l' ol/d /)rmmlioll .

With a section on the Nature and
Properties of (;Iass hy H. E. Beckett
(London. t ~I:n) . Fig. 10 I. p. 2:~5 .
42. Wilson. p. 108.
4:~ .

lIil/ll1~' 0/ RI'flI 1'.\1011'. Ullildiug. allti
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44 . Freedley. p. 277. These were. he continued. "articles whkh pre\'iously
had not been made in this country.
The excellence of their produce ~o
efl'ectually alarmed foreign manufacturers, and they redlKed the price at
once. from $2.25 per square foot to
75 cents. and are now al'lually losing
monev on their sales. in order to
(.'Tush 'an American competitor."
45 . Warren S. Tryon. A Mirror/or AmaiI.i/I' fllld Mmltll'r.\ ill till' lJlliln/
Slflll'.l. I79fJ-/8iO.IJ\· Aml'riwlI Tmt'l'f-
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(Chicago. University of Chicago
Press. 1952) p . 35:t
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EARLY AMERICAN WINDOWS
features in the early American house
were confined to salient points, especially the doors,
(which we have before discussed), usually the cornices,
and to a less degree the windows. Windows naturally
need a somewhat slighter degree of decoration than do
the doorways; in the first place it is not necessary to
mark them for identification as it were, and in the second place, the patterns of the muntins dividing the
panes in themselves are an agreeable ornamental feature when their proportion is correct as. compared with
the sizes of the openings and the mass of the building
in which these openings are pierced. I t has however
been an architectural habit since very early times, and
in practically all styles, to introduce some form of decoration in and around the windows. In Gothic architecture, of course, it was the divisions between the windows which became of importance, to the neglect of the
wall surrounding them: in the Renaissance period it was
the frame of the window that was of importance rather
than the window itself, and since our Colonial architecture was derived from that of the Renaissance this decorative treatment of the frame of the opening rather
than of the divisions of the openings was the one employed when any ornament at all was thought to be
necessary. There are of course exceptions to this; circular headed windows very frequently had interesting
tracery motifs used in the divisions of the sash into
lights, and transom lights and side lights of doors or
triple windows and the circular or semi-circular or elliptical windows in the gable ends were often amusingly
divided, so often in fact that certain methods of division came to be commonly accepted stock motifs, as for
example the "globe" window in the gable ends.
These were however especial cases and for the most
part the Colonial architects contented themselves with
plain rectangular openings divided into smaller rectangles and decorated, where decoration was attempted,
by an ornamental hood, without any change in the architraves of the jambs of the windows and at the sill. In
very many of the simpler houses (though not necessarily the smaller ones) no special decorative treatment
was attempted and it was rarely that in country houses
of stone or brick that any treatment of the hoods or
bottoms of the windows for purely decorative purposes
was introduced. In these masonry structures the lintel
was less common than the flat or segmental arch, sometimes with stone key blocks and occasionally with a
ORNAMENTAL
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plain brick key block as in Plate CXIII; in stone houses
brick arches were very frequently used to support the
walls above, the centering of these arches being a heavy
oak beam left in place. Such examples are shown in
Plates CXIII and CXIV, the lionts head key block in
the Van Courtlandt house being the only on~ known to
the writer in America. For the most part, however, the
earlier houses were of wood and the windows were framed
with a simple architrave, either molded or plain with a
hood extending across the head and returning upon itself at the ends. This hood was in practically all cases
derived from the classic cornice, sometimes being only
the cymatium as in Plate CXV, sometimes the full cornice as in Plate CXXV and sometimes a frieze and cornice which together with the architrave gives a full entablature as in Plate CXXI. Once in a while the window
was treated with a motive derived from the full order
as in Plate CXXII, although in the Bacon house at
Kent, Connecticut, the pilasters at the side are indicated only and actually do not exist.
Since practically all Colonial houses have blinds or
shutters on the exterior, the treatment of the architraves
or jambs was obviously of little importance. The blinds
when open covered this portion of the window completely and as a matter of fact a pilaster would have
been a nuisance rather than a help because of its interference with the swing of the blind unless reduced to
a very flat projection. The heads were usually horizontal and the great variety of interesting treatments which
our Colonial ancestors discovered for this simple feature is remarkable unless we remember the extreme
freedom wi th which they varied tradi tional cornice forms
and consider that the heads of the windows are after all
cornices in miniature. Take for example the Bacon
house(Plate CXXI) and the Stronghouse{Plate CXXII).
In the Strong house, a triglyph is suggested by the application of half-round molding of various lengths wi th
the ends cut off, while in the Bacon house we have a
sort of dentil course running half way down the frieze
and the corona and the cymatium of the cornice broken
and covered in an amusing and picturesque manner,
unprecedented in Renaissance work although obviously
suggested by the breaks of the cornices over the columns
or pilasters in certain forms of Renaissance wall treatment. These architects did not, however, stop at horizon tal hoods; pedimen ts, broken pedimen ts, and scroll
pediments, were familiar to them as in Plates CXXIII
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and CXXIV, those in the Wolcott House at Litchfield,
Connecticut, and the Pepperill House Saco, Maine, approaching the classic form very closely, while the broken
pediment of the Moulton House at Hampton, New
Hampshire,could only exist in the early architecture of
the United States although its genesis is clearly to be
seen. We have here an approximation to the classic
scroll pediment with a pineapple in the center so familiar in Georgian work, but here with the scrolls meeting
and the pineapple (translated into an acorn) hung from
a point in the junction of the scrolls rather than standing upright between them.
Our architects however were by no means limited to
a single motive. In the Vernon house (page 212 and
Plate CXX) the walls of which are of wood carved to
imitate stone, the head was fashioned in a manner reminiscent of the flat stone arch and in The Old Manse at
Suffield, Connecticut (pages 220 and 221) a sort of
double key block of wood is inserted in the middle of
the head trim, a variation of wooden architecture obviously derived from stone, and in the Jessup house (Plate
CXI and page 211) a rather late example, we have a
combination of the pilaster trim with panel backs and
a flat head trim surmounted by an arch form consisting merely of a molding with flush boards in the semicircle to distinguish it from the shingle walls of the
building. In the Ruggles house at Columbia Falls,
Maine, the walls are entirely of flush boards with sawn
wood pieces applied to these boards in imitation of the
familiar cloth swags of Empire design.
The treatment of the heads of the windows has however very little effect upon the appearance of the house
as a whole unless they project so far as to cast very
large and distinct shadows. An observant architect may
have often passed a Colonial house which he admires
extremely without noticing the treatment of the heads
of the windows at all, and this because the pattern of
the muntins against the dark of the window is so much
more strongly marked than the lighter and more delicate shadows cast by the window heads; and it is likely
that in most of our modern imitations of Colonial work
the failure to reproduce the Colonial characteristics
arises more often from a bad division of the window
opening than from. any other cause except a fundamental un-Colonial mass form of the building. There is
also a very real and important connection in Colonial
between the division of the openings and the shape of
the structure in which they occur; whether this is because we are accustomed to seeing certain types of sash
correspond to houses of certain shapes, or whether it is
because there is a positive relation between the two is
difficult to say. It is however certain that the early
houses were of a different mass than the later ones, that

the lights of glass were smaller and that the muntins
were heavier. It has often been stated (probably with
truth) that the shapes of the old windows were determined by the sizes of the glass available. We know that
large panes were impossible to obtain in the colonies
before the beginning of the 17th century and very difficult to obtain until about the time of the Revolutionary war. Likewise the later craftsmen discovered better
practices of woodworking, and endeavoring to keep the
muntins to a minimum width, reduced them to sizes
which are difficult for our mills to follow today. The
early muntins averaged perhaps an inch in width whereas the later ones rarely exceed five-eights of an inch
and were occasionally as thin as one-half an inch so
that the earlier windows, as for example that shown on
Plate CXV, had a feeling of strength and solidity compared with an almost spider web lightness of the muntins in the house at Waldens Bridge, New York, illustrated on Plate CXXI. It must not be assumed that
there was any sharp division of practice at any given
date, the sections of the country were at that time far
more separated than is today the case and the practice
of any craftsmanship was dependent upon the tradition
of the neighborhood to an extent that will never again
be the case. It was about at the middle of the eighteenth
century that in the large centers of population a very
decided change in the quality of craftsmanship was
taking place, while in the remoter parts of the country
the earlier practices were still obtained; we have for example in the little town of Clinton, Georgia, and in the
outskirts of Chilicothe, Ohio, houses which should be
dated 1750 instead of 1820 so far as their methods of
design and of construction go. The Colonial tradition
still lived in these remote districts when the Greek revival had overwhelmed the older style in New York
and Boston.
It is a remarkable thing that this Colonial architecture of ours so limited in its materials, so hampered by
the great cost of labor as compared with wealth of the
day, produced so many and such interesting variances
from tradition. It may indeed have been that the factors which we assume to have been hampering ones
were actually those which produced its quality. Conklin, the biologist, in his discussion of heredity and environment, says that in our struggle to improve the
.environment of the American people we have forgotten
that we do not know what is the proper environment.
Lincoln, for example, born to a life of ease, would certainly not have been the Lincoln he was, and it is certainly possible or indeed most probable that given a
"better environment" he would have been a less useful
man. So with our architecture.
AYMAR EMBURY, II
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"THE SYCAMORES," SOUTH H AD LEY, M ASSAC HUSETTS

Asher Benjamin used White Paint
to Deepen the Shadows of Delicate Design

Modern
Paints
gIve

To-day's
Architect
Greater
Beauty
the "American" Renaissance, Asher Benjamin, by discarding
the pattern of muntins, focused interest on the window frame rather than the window itself. The illus trated wi ndow, taken from
the Harriett Lane H ouse (about 1802) in
Windsor, Vt., is ca refully proportioned to the
house as a whole and delicately ornamented
with an Adam-like entab la ture .
EVELOPING

D

Delicate though t he ornament is, white paint
enriches it with contrasting lights and shadows.
And in thus adding to the beauty, this architect
has also preserved his work against the weather
and natural disin tegrating forces of time.

THE
~

~

NEW JERSEY

Modern prepared paints for both interior
and exterior application offer even greater
beau ty wi th clearer and whi ter fini shes, and
better protection with a more impenetrable
and longer lasting paint fi lm . Such paints have
been carefully formulated wi th the proper proportions of vehicle and modern paint pigments
(The New Jersey Zinc Company's Zinc Oxide
and "Albalith" Lithopone) by leading paint
manufacturers.
No single type of pain t can be success fully
applied under all conditions; but any paint
manufacturer can furnish proper paint specifications for any parti cular se t of conditions.

ZINC

COMPANY

ES'I'..,R'. I S HE.D 18J8

160 FRONT STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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Nat ion alL U M B E R Manufacturers
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COLONIAL ARCHITECTS PERSONALLY
SELECTED THE LUll£BER THEY USED
MODERN ARCHITECTs SPECIFY
TREE MARK
GENERATIONS AGO, Colonial archi tectsdiscovered
the secret of designing and building hom es which
would be well insulated against the weather ... attractive in appearance ... so well constructed that
they would be suitable for the grandchildren of the
original owne r.

H ere and there throughout the country these
homes still proudly raise their heads, unbowed after
centuries of service. Thei r frameworks are as sound
as ever ... their hand-hewn beams as strong ...
Their floors, stairs and paneling show scant trace
of the ravage of time ...

Colonial architects personally selected every
timber and beam which went into the hom es they
built. Under their scrutiny passed every piece of
timber, and only the best was set aside for use.
Modern architects have not the time to supervise the selection of materials. Nor is it necessary,
The National Lumber Manufacturers Association
makes it possible to guaranlee specifications. By specifyingTreeMark,architects can be sure that the lumber used will be exactly as they specify, for all lumber
stamped with the Tree Mark is guaranteed to be the
grade indicated by the expert grader.

DETAIL OF WINDOW-THE OLD MANSE

Btlilt in Suffidd, ConoN/itul in 174z
For Wood-cOIlS/ruction details Ice drawing on page at right.
NINETEEN great associations affiliated with the
National Association maintain s upplementary information an d service organizatiolls. Guaranteed
grade-marked Tree Mark lumber is available in
all these species:
-California Red ..... ood Association, San Francisco,
Calif.-Rtdu:ood
fCalifornia While & Sugar Pine 1lanufacturers
Association, s,1.11 Francisco, Calif.-Calijornia
Pines, While Fir
fHard .....ood Manufacturers Institute, Memphis,
Tenn.- Oak, Gum. Tcnnessu Aromotic R ed

Ceda r, Southern and Appalachian Ilardwoods

-fNorth Carolina Pine Association, No rfolk ,Va.-

Norlh Carolina Pine

Every architect should have the booklet, "]nformation on Lumber and Where to Find It.'' Compiled by experts under the guidance of the National
Lumber Manufacturers Association, it is a complete
index to authoritative data on any lumber problem,
Send for your free copy today.

.fNorthcrn Hemlock & Hardwood Manufacturers
Association, Oshkosh, Wis.-//emlock, Maple,

Birch and Norlhnn Hardwoods

-fNorthern Pine Manufacturers Association ,Minneapolis, Minn.-While Pine, Nom'ay Pine
-fSouthern Cypress :Manufacturers Association,
J acksonville, Fla.-CypreSl and Tu ptlo
.fSouthern Pine Association, New Orleans, La.Long Leaj and Shorl lAJj Sou lhern Yellow Pine
-fWestern Pine Manufacturers Association.PortIand ,Ore. - Pondo.sa Pinc,l daho IV /lite Pi TIe ,urc!!
.fWest Coast Lumbermen's Association,Seattle,
Wash.-Doug/as Fir, Sitka Spruce, Wesl Coost
// cmlock, lVulnn R ed Cedar
-tMaple Floo ring :Manufacturers Association,
Chicago, Ill.

-Oak Flooring Manufacturers Association of the
United States, Chicago , 1II.
National American Wholesale Lumber Association, New Vork, N. V.
Na tional Association of Wooden Box Manufac_
turers , Chicago, III.
British C olum bia Lumher and Shingle Manufactur ers , Ltd., Vancouver , D. C.
British Columbia Loggers Association, Vancouver,
D.C.
American Wood Preservers Association, Chicago,
IlL
Red Cedar Shingle Bureau, &attlc, Wash.
Wood Office Furniture Associates, Inc., New York,
N.Y,

-Standard lumber bearing this Association's grade mark available in these species.
fLumber shipments protected by Manufacturer's Certificate of Car Contcnt.9 available in these species.
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CON5TR-UCTI ON· DE.TAILS· OF·.A. .
WINDOW-BASED' ON·rl~.5T·FLOOR.
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See drawing 011 opposite pagefo r com/ruetioll dc/ails
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Balsam-Wool
FLEXIBLE INSULATION
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.It RCHITECTS have long known
r1. the difference true insulation
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of adequate thickness could make
in house comfort and in fuel economy. Now Balsam-Wool afull inch
thick makes this benefit practical.
One-inch Balsam-Wool does a
more thoroughly adequate job than
ever before possible in a single application. Per dollar of cost it provides a considerable increase in insulation value. Application time
and costs are not increased .
In attaining the effectiveness of
greater thickness, one-inch BalsamWool keeps unimpaired its important advantage of flexibility.
Workmen find it fits even more
snugly and with equal ease, between the studding,joists or rafters.
Around windows and doors it
tucks in-caulks every crack and
crevice tightly. It is easy to install
behind pipes, and in all the hardto-get-at places.
Many specifications call for oneinch Balsam-Wool throughout. On
other jobs one-inch material is
specified in the places of greatest
heat loss, and half-inch BalsamWool for the rest of the house. Architects will recognize the advantage of the two thicknesses, both
available for use in every specification.
If you have not yet examined
one-inch Balsam-\Vool, upon request a sample will be sent you, together with complete data file including specification material. Full
descriptive matter and specifications are also printed in Sweet's
Architectural Catalogue.
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Wood Conversion Company
Also makers of Nu-Wood-The All
Wood Insulating Wall Board and Lath.
Sold only through retail lumber dealers.
Branch Offices:
New York, 3107 Chanin Bldg.
Detroi t, 515 Stephenson Bldg.
Chicago, 360 N. Michigan
Kansas Ci ty, 231 W. 47th St.
Minneapolis, 414 Baker Bldg.
Seattle, 621 Liggett Bldg.
Every roll of Balsam-Wool bears tho WEYERHAEUSER FOREST PRODUCTS trade-mark, the maker's pledge of personal responsibillty
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